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ANALYSIS
HE FIRST BREATH o f wind blew away the reputation of
Mr. R. A. Butler, before his real troubles had even begun.
W hat frail creatures these politicians are : “ what shadows they
are, what shadows they pursue
How quickly the Conservative
attempt to bluff their way through this little crisis dissolved in
almost universal derision. It is all just “ a bit too good ”
repeated the Daily Mail after Mr. Butler ; the faithful echoed
the fatuous. And, “ rally round Butler ” echoed the Daily
Express ; the echo o f an echo. “ The trouble, honestly, is that
things are a little too g o o d ” , was the final verdict of the
Chancellor after an opaque spate of turgid thought and still more
fuddled metaphor which moved even the leader writers and
cartoonists of the daily press to effective ribaldry a t the expense
o f what now passes for statesmanship.
Nothing in the strangely varied catalogue of Treasury occupations,
recited in the luxuriant imagery o f the Chancellor’s post-prandial
orations, was so disturbing as the recrudescence o f the old
Baldwinian “ honestly ” in this neo-Baldwinian administration ;
th at magic word was always the conjuror’s patter which concealed
the final confidence trick.
After this rare array of nonsense even the Daily M ail began
to “ shudder ” and to “ wonder what sort o f mess the country
is in now ” . It was finding it more and more difficult to explain
“ a paradox by which prosperity itself may weaken our economic
position ” .
The Real Position
The Conservative press will indeed find increasing trouble
3
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in putting over the new Tory story that it is all ju st a bit too
much fun. In plain English, w ithout muddled metaphor or
tortuous falsehood, we cannot attain full production and an
improved standard o f life, under the present system, w ithout
losing the foreign markets on which the life o f this system depends.
Our balance of payments is in jeopardy because we cannot
maintain the unnaturally inflated export trade, which this system
requires, while we retain our present standard o f life. We are
losing ground in the export competition on world markets against
countries with a lower standard o f life, or with the assured basis
of a large and stable home market which we lack. So, every time
the British people begin to reach a reasonable standard o f life,
they are driven back tow ard the very reduced conditions which
alone can hold our position in the ever increasing world
competition. Should the government “ cut wages and restrict
activity ? That would be bad ” ; says the Daily M a il; but
has nothing to suggest which is the beginning of a remedy, nor
has the Chancellor.
The Causes of Present Inflation
It is true, o f course, that the inherent difficulties o f Britain’s
present position have been increased by an unsound monetary
policy which was not only unnecessary but dishonest. In brief,
present inflation is due to two main causes ; a hand out budget
and an easy credit policy, during a precarious period, in order
to win an election — coupled with the chronic weakness o f the
present administration in always giving way to the wage demands
of the big trade union battalions o f the unskilled ; instead o f
government giving a firm and decisive lead with a clearly designed
wage, salary and general remuneration policy which affords
differential reward for skill and full production. In this government
one hand wangles and the other hand wobbles ; hence these tears.
Contributory causes are, of course, the cowardly failure to face
unpopular decisions in policy affecting the swollen rate of
Government expenditure ; issues such as the artificial and
unhealthy system of subsidies and the purely wasteful elements
in the welfare state, which need a radical and fearless overhaul.
In short, the present difficulty is really gratuitous, just home-made ;
the product o f dishonest electioneering and recurrent weakness
o f character in facing a series o f relatively small social and
industrial problems.
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The Budget
The much advertised Autumn Budget is almost too trivial to
bear discussion. It presents a few small increases in taxes which
already existed, without trace of original thought or new resolution.
The only lesson is that once again the nettles which are lightly
grasped sting most. The effect of the budget is, if anything,
inflationary because that is the likely effect of a slight increase
in purchase tax ; it is not enough to stop people buying, and
the extra tax can easily be handed on to the consumer in
higher prices. Sir Oscar Hobson’s argument—that a rising price
against a constant income is deflationary — seems too academ ic;
and the constant income in present conditions is too big an
assumption. On the other hand a really swingeing taxation of
luxury goods such as we suggested in our November number,
following the article entitled The Coming Crisis which was
published in our October and November issues of 1954, would
have an altogether different effect. I t must check home demand
and drive the industries in question into the export markets,
if they are to sell their goods at all. Such a measure brings a
two fold benefit; it stimulates the export trade, thus improving
the balance of payments, and it is definitely deflationary at home
in reducing domestic demand. To grasp these problems can
be effective, to fumble with them merely makes them worse.
The view is supported that the measures of the Chancellor are
likely to prove just adequate to annoy everyone and achieve
nothing. The budget is so ineffective that it prompts the question,
why was it introduced at all ? — the strong hand o f the
Chancellor faded out almost before it had appeared. It reminds
o f the sad little notice on the child’s tombstone “ If it was so
quickly done for ; we wonder what it was begun for ? ”
M r. Gaitskell, M r. Wilson and the “ Foreign O perators’'
Something so trival as Mr. Butler’s Autumn Budget was, of
course, just made for a great Parliamentary occasion, and Mr.
Gaitskell delivered his best speech to date in accusing the
Chancellor o f bribing the electorate. The only weakness in the
assault was that M r. Gaitskell, himself, at the time of the election
had offered such much bigger bribes. The electorate swallowed
the smaller Tory bait and rejected the larger Labour bait because
it had some previous experiences o f Labour promises. In fact,
Tweedledee in office would have found himself in much the same
5
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position as Tweedledum. M r. Wilson let the cat out o f the bag
very neatly when he remarked : “ The Times said yesterday th at
the budget had pleased foreign operators. O f course it had.
The foreign market was dictating the Chancellor’s social and
economic policy on the home front, and every time he carved
off another lump from the welfare state and threw it to the
wolves he bought time, b u t only for a few months.” The
present government, as we have often noted, is completely
dependent on the luck o f the foreign markets and, whatever it
does, it can only buy time for a short period. But Labour’s
international socialism is equally dependent on the luck o f the
foreign markets. Their system also buys our necessary raw
materials on foreign markets, and sells exports on those same
markets to pay for th e m ; and it would require larger lumps
o f the welfare state to buy tim e for Labour, because the “ foreign
operators ” would have even less confidence in Labour than
they have in Conservatism. W hether the system be international
capitalism or international socialism it is equally at the mercy
of these foreign operators, because b o th depend upon the foreign
markets of the world.
Terms of Trade
Once again the government is saved for the moment by a
favourable turn in the terms o f trade. The tendency we have
previously noticed of export prices to rise and im port prices to
fall during recent months, was confirmed very clearly in a graph
published in the Financial Times on the 21st October last.
Referring to “ the unfavourable terms o f trade in the early
months of the year ”, the Financial Times stated : “ The terms
of trade have meanwhile moved back to the 1954 level. Export
prices have gone up and im port prices have come down slightly
since the first quarter of the year, when the terms o f trade were
at their worst and the trade gap was widening dangerously.”
This confirms precisely our contention that the country has
been saved for the time being, not by .the tardy and still ineffective
measures of the Chancellor, but by the movement of prices in
external markets over which he has no control whatever. In the
Spring the tide carried us towards the rocks ; the Chancellor
splashed feebly. In the Autumn the tide carries us away from
the rocks ; the Chancellor is still splashing feebly, b u t claiming
that he turned the tide. In fact, o f course, his measures were
6
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too late to affect the situation at all this Autumn, and quite
inadequate ever to affect it if the terms of trade tendency earlier
in the year had continued a little longer. All of this would be
very diverting to a cynical student of the humbug of current politics,
but. it is not so funny for anyone with any regard for the country
or concern for its future.
“ The Edge of the Precipice ”
“ What, then, has gone wrong ? ” — enquires the Financial
Times in the same study o f the present situation, and replies :
“ The answer seems to be th at in this country the safety margin
available is so small that a couple of small- steps in the wrong
direction sends us to the edge o f the precipice. T hat is the
m ain lesson of our painful experience this year — which the
Chancellor insists is neither a ‘crisis’ nor an ‘emergency’ ” . The
Financial Times in this context is, o f course, referring more to
current errors in policy than to possible changes in the terms
o f trade, but such changes can occur at any time and the drop
over that precipice is much deeper. A gentle breeze from the
right direction is the only thing th at at present prevents us from
falling over ; rising prices for our exports and falling prices for
the imports we happen to require. A change o f wind in almost
any direction can blow us over the precipice ; this is not a
paradox of pessimism for reasons which can be stated with some
precision. F or instance, a very high rate of production in
continuing conditions of booming trade can lead to a gradual
cheapening of manufactured goods throughout the world, and
a gradual increase in the price of our essential raw materials
for which there would be an ever increasing world demand ;
in that event the terms of trade will turn against us. O n the
other hand, the end o f the boom will entail a tendency among
the great manufacturing countries to dispose of the surplus
production, which their home markets can no longer absorb,
at cut-throat prices on world markets ; in that event the terms
of trade will turn against us because our export prices will fall
heavily. In this contingency, too, a lesser demand for raw
materials will lead to a heavy fall in their prices which will hit
drastically the primary producing countries, among whom are
numbered the Colonies who are our main markets ; it is not
much good in that event to buy our imports on more favourable
terms if the market for our manufactured goods disappears.
7.
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That can be the worst of all turns in the terms o f trade for
G reat Britian. In any analysis o f prospects it is difficult to forsee
any situation so favourable for Britain as the present, and that
situation is correctly described as the “ edge o f the precipice
We are there sustained for the moment in an uneasy equilibrium
by a gentle breeze o f world trade blowing in precisely the right
direction ; Mr. Butler would have us believe th at the security
and felicity o f our position are due solely to his exemplary
abstinence from a diet o f over ripe pheasant and old port.
The times are passing when even a Tory will believe that.
And, if this is the form, the appeal of the present Tory leadership
to the masses will be remarkable indeed, when things begin to
get a little less comfortable.
Three Phases of Crisis (1) The Little Crisis, Home-made
The first slight phase of crisis has been caused by irresponsibility
in government, by sheer folly ; so abstinence from folly can help.
Here also we can have some hope, as there is no election
immediately in prospect which needs winning. But the other
facet of the government’s folly and irresponsibility is always
with us ; they have neither the mind nor the will to devise a
wage and salary policy which gives reward solely for effort and,
consequently, gives incentive to skill and high production ; nor
have they the courage to put it through even if they had the m ind
and the will to devise it. So the first phase of crisis, which is
the purely domestic malady of a muddled inflation, is likely to
endure in some degree, unless the Chancellor’s fiddling with
monetary measures precipitates, more by accident than design,
the old Tory remedy o f a real deflation, with consequent
unemployment and industrial strife. A t present, there is no need
for any trouble at all if we had a government that could govern ;
this first phase of crisis is home-made by weakness and confusion,
despite ideally favourable world conditions. It is in the second
phase of crisis that real trouble will begin, and that has not
yet occurred.
(2) The Second Phase : Britain’s Particular Crisis
Here we are up against something which is not entirely o f
our own making, it is partly inherited ; the fault o f our generation
is not to have recognised changed facts in time. Even M r. Butler
was recently smitten by the blinding fact that Britain has been
losing ground for the last fifty years (this was the main theme
8
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o f Sir Oswald Mosley’s speech in the House of Commons following
his resignation from the government twenty-five years ago).
O ur industrial system is completely out of date, it is a dinosaur
in the modem age, monstrously enlarged in some respects but
mortally vulnerable at the points that matter. As it happened,
we were the first industrial nation of the- world, and we still
behave as if we were the only one. We inherit as a relic of that
period a far larger population than these islands would normally
support, and an unnaturally swollen export trade which dates
from our period o f world monopoly but remains necessary,
under present conditions, in order to buy the food and raw
materials we cannot produce at home. The maintenance of that
export trade became progressively more difficult as other
competitors entered the field, all with the avowed object of
exporting more than they imported, of selling more than they
b o u g h t; a quaint paradox of the present system is that the
orthodox aim of a favourable “ balance of trade ” for all is quite
plainly a mathematical impossibility. We passed beyond the
sphere of difficulty in export trade to the region of the impossible
when two developments occurred ; great countries with assured
home markets reached a position in which it was easy for them
to dump abroad their surplus production at low prices, and cheap
labour countries were supplied by Western finance with modem
simplified machinery to produce at costs which were out of the
question for us. The doom of these new facts has stared
Britain in the face throughout our lifetime, without any recognition
from our generation as a whole. We have only so far been saved
from the consequences by an armament boom, a war, and yet
another armament boom. Fate now overtakes us in an age
when the classic escape of capitalism into war is closed by the
hydrogen bomb.
The Sick M an of Europe ?
We shall soon face the second phase o f crisis ; which is the
particular dilemma of Great Britain, caused by historic developments
and the neglect of current facts. Other nations are entirely free
from this trouble, or affected in much less degree. In industrial
matters we have done our best to make other Englands of
Germany and Japan by destroying their self-contained systems,
and forcing them back to world markets as our most dangerous
competitors. But their problems, in this respect, are not so
9
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serious as our situation; even Western Germany, for instance,
only imports twenty-five per cent o f foodstuffs against our fifty
per cent.
The second phase of crisis is the British phase, our particular
malady from which others are more or less immune ; we can
even suffer a disastrous depression while others are enjoying a
boom. Our abnormal dependence on export trade and the fickle
movements of world markets already begin to make us the sick
man of Europe. We shudder into crisis at the slightest draught
from across the Atlantic ; we watch with neurotic anxiety the
temperature chart of world prices on which the sale of our vital
exports and the cost of our essential imports entirely depend.
What will happen when the draught becomes a storm wind in
the third phase of crisis ; the American depression and the
consequent world crisis ?
(3) The Third Phase : World Crisis
The rulers of America with considerable skill, some luck and
some risk, have managed to avoid the disaster o f the thirties.
Although their production very greatly exceeds the production
of that period, they have so far managed to find a market to
absorb it. No regular and ordered system exists by which
consumption can match production, while science increases its
power. But the demand created by the devastation and shortages
of six years war, the Soviet insistence on the maintenance o f
capitalism by a series of war scares which have caused armament
booms, a new and thorough grasp of the old Keynes technique
and great vigour in its application, and, finally, a dizzy series o f
additional improvisations in credit expansion to finance an
unprecedented degree of hire purchase and the new device o f
consumers’ credit on wages, have all combined to keep the great
engine of American production rocking along its tracks in a
precarious stability. So far, but how much further ? The
Soviets have ceased to oblige by threatening wars, crises and
other abnormalities which provide the exceptional outlets that
alone keep this capitalism going. Someone in the Kremlin must
have been reading his Marx and suggesting that certain “ internal
contradictions ” may work if things are left alone for a b i t ;
so we enter the period of smiles before guns, which is bad for the
steel trade. Yet it is true th at the armament demand only
accounts for some ten per cent o f the American production and
10
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that it is not likely to be very seriously affected by present
relaxations, although these marginal demands can make all the
difference to the present system.
The Extraordinary Structure of American Credit
So it is m ore interesting to consider the extraordinary structure
o f haphazard credit which has been created in America in addition
to the arm ament boom ; it has proved an absolute necessity if
supply was not greatly and disastrously to outstrip demand.
N o real wage-price policy of any kind has been devised and
applied under central direction and co-ordinated plan. They
have just been piling up the credit anyhow and anywhere, like a
house of cards built by a child in the fitful inspirations of passing
moments. And, like a house of cards it can come down — far
more decisively and finally, even than in 1929 — if some real
shock to the system occurs, or even if the inspiration of
improvisation fails. This does not mean that events will follow
a similar course to 1929 in dissimilar conditions. Superficially
everything is now different, particularly on the Stock Exchange ;
we may even see the paradox of a great economic depression
w ithout a Stock Exchange crisis comparable to 1929. Yet the
underlying economic causes o f crisis not only remain the same,
but are intensified. Quite simply, the American system has
failed to find any final means except war to absorb the ever
increasing power o f American production.
The distinguished author o f this year’s Stamp lecture said
recently :
“ The situation in the U .K. was in striking contrast to that
now obtaining in the U.S. where the Federal Reserve system
had presented a fully reasoned, fully articulated formulation
o f current Federal Reserve practices and policy which left no
one in doubt as to where precisely the system stood and which
priorities were assigned to alternative methods of operation.”
It is difficult for uninformed outsiders to see any very clear order
in a system whose present priority appears to allow credit to
almost anyone to buy almost anything. Yet we are ready to
believe' that America has ready alternative methods to meet
varying situations, which, in fact, have already been employed.
The evidence so far lacking is that America has yet evolved a
stable system by which consumption can match production in
11
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normal conditions. Until that is done, it is more likely than
not that an American crash will eventually occur. W hat that
can mean to Britain, even the tyros o f the present system
understand. But the most ominous fact o f all is that we can have
a real crash in Britain without even the beginning of an American
crash, because our system is so obsolete, and so much more
vulnerable than any other great industrial structure in the world.
That is why it is a crime, without further thought or effort, to
leave our country “ on the edge of the precipice ” .
The Way Out into a Larger Life
No country has a greater interest in the creation of a united
Europe than Great Britain : no government has done so much
to impede it as the British government. The present Prime
Minister “ felt in his bones ” that we did n o t belong to Europe ;
the prejudice of conservatism and the comically belated nationalism
of Labour have combined to frustrate the union of Europe.
So Britain must cling to the edge of the precipice, because our
politicians fear a larger life and are incapable o f seeing it is the
only safety. An assured market of three hundred million people
awaits us in Europe, and every raw material th at industry can
possibly require can be found in the adjoining continent of
White Africa. If this is not enough, the wide prairies of South
America can provide every food that man can desire for a new
civilisation of Europe-Africa, which will draw as a magnet the
mind and spirit of the Europeans of South America ; their eyes
are turned already toward the father continent, whose image has
always lived in their hearts. Nothing prevents the union of
Europe and the creation of a system not only o f security b u t of
boundless possibility, except the lack of will. A nd the dead-weight
on the will of Europe all these years has been the statesmanship
of Britain, which “ felt in its bones ” that it belonged to the past
instead of to the future. To the ashes of the past it certainly
belongs, and all present portents indicate that it will shortly join
them. Pray heaven that our country will not suffer too much
before it loses the incubus of its present leadership.
Abandonment of Europe means Loss of Britain
In moments of difficulty the present tendency o f the reactionary
and the frivolous is to abandon Europe. If expenses must be
reduced owing to a policy of waste and muddle at home, that
provides a good reason for cutting the commitments in Europe.
12
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If a mess has been made in these islands by the patty he supports,
it provides Lord Beaverbrook with an eager excuse to cry against
British expenditure in the defence of Europe. Yet, can anyone
be so sure that — for instance — even the Bahamas would be
so safe if the Russians were at Calais ? Certainly there would
not be much safety in these islands if Britain lay under the shadow
o f atomic rockets on the Channel coast, and not many battleships
would live in that twenty miles o f water to prevent the easy passage
of the Soviet armies. We are, of course, aware that the H-bomb
is a great deterrent to general war ; this thought was published
by us some years before it occurred to the rest. But we must
not rely on the H-bomb alone to the point of dangerous
exaggeration. We are at one with Mr. Attlee when he states
that national service is a “ very wasteful way of raising troops ”
and that the “ composition of our armed forces requires very
close examination in the light o f changed circumstances
But there is ground for strong disagreement when he says “ in
conditions of modern hydrogen warfare the concept o f sending
troops across the Channel to fight in Europe is out-dated ”.
It is, in fact, Labour thinking that is out-dated ; it dates back
to the moment when we had the H:bomb and the Russians had
not.
A Question for M r. Attlee on the defence of Europe
Could Mr. Attlee now answer this plain question : What
will happen when the Russians reach effective equality in the
H-bomb — when either side can blow the world up, and both
declare they will use this weapon, if the other side uses it — if,
then, the Russian armies march through Europe with a clear
preliminary announcement that they will use the H-bomb in
retaliation if it is used against them ? Would the West then
use the H-bomb with the grave probability that nearly all mankind
would perish, or would they acquiesce in the Russian possession
of Europe ? Is Mr. Attlee quite certain that he knows the
answer to that question ? The rulers of Russia have probably
an uneasy feeling that the present rulers of America would be
prepared to die rather than suffer such dishonour ; also, it is
probable that the Soviets have not yet got quite far enough with
their H-bomb to make their threat effective. But can we be
certain' these conditions will always prevail ? It is a risky
hypothesis on which to stake the life of Europe and of Britain,
13
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and it is an unnecessary risk. “ Never take an unneccessary
risk ” : said the most realistic and the most constructive of all
men of action. And this risk is not necessary to take.There is
no reason in the world why three hundred million people o f
Western Europe should not produce an army o f specialists in
the use of modem weapons, whose quality would be quite adequate
to bring to a standstill a Russian mass which, even in numbers,
has only half our strength. We could do it, if necessary, even
if America were lacking, but it is much easier and surer if America
be present. But if Britain cuts and runs, what hope has Europe ?
— and what hope has Britain ? We have not a hope if Europe
falls to R ussia; why — then — we might even lose Lord
Beaverbrook. The matter becomes deadly serious if the flippant
fancy that we can afford to stay outside the defence o f Europe
spreads from the light impulses o f the gossip columns to the
serious sphere of practical statesmanship. If Europe dies, Britain
cannot live. That is the stark fact. Whether Europe lives or
dies depends on whether the three hundred millions o f the most
advanced people in the world can find again their will to live.
England is integral to the living will o f Europe.
The Security Debate
“ In the security debate the Foreign Office was on trial before
the court of public opinion on account of the now proved facts of
the Burgess and Maclean case. In effect, the Government then said
to the Foreign Office : ‘ Mr. the accused will you please examine
yourself in private and report to the court on your innocence
or guilt. If the evidence of your guilt is so overwhelming that
even your best efforts can no longer conceal it, will you please be so
good as to arrange for your own reform.’ The Government
had stated the Foreign Office was still to be in charge o f its own
security without outside interference. Britannia could sleep
quietly in her bed because some o f the same people who had
put the last bomb under it, could be trusted to look under it again
for a security check up. There were no doubt still some admirable
and trustworthy people in the Foreign Office and some o f them
might be used on this work. B u t. also, in the Foreign
Office were powerful men who had obtained the protection and
promotion of Burgess and Maclean. We now knew they must
be there, or Burgess and Maclean could never have got so far.
Their records were too well known. As the Government said
14
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it had no idea who these men were, some o f them might be used
in the security work. Now that Maclean had gone, the super
Macleans who had looked after him could get the jo b of finding
the little Macleans who remained. They had probably done
so already, for their own purposes. This is not only a ridiculous
humbug, but is a danger to the state. Needless to say, the
Labour opposition had joined with the Government in this
tragic and dangerous farce which lowered the dignity of Parliament
and sacrificed the national interest to shelter incompetent Ministers
in both parties.”
The above extract from a speech delivered in London after
the debate expresses quite simply what a great many people are
thinking. It was left to Sir Oswald Mosley to say it. The
“ establishment ” — as the ruling oligarchy is now called in the
fashionable clerical terminology — was not only strong enough
to secure an entire suppression of any report of what he said,
but also to prevent anything o f the kind being said elsewhere,
either in the debate or in newspaper comment. A criticism
which would have been obvious in parliament’s vital period is
simply ruled out as bad form, and the life of the nation becomes
a minor consideration. As for the future, the Foreign Secretary
implied that any attempt to remedy the present situation in the
Foreign Office would endanger our traditional liberties. Are
we really to accept the Foreign Secretary’s contention that, before
two communist agents — self-confessed as such in many a drunken
bout — can be denied access to secrets which may imperil the
lives of thousands, the whole English people must be menaced
with regulation 18B ? On that subject it is more relevant now
to enquire how often much decorated soldiers of the first World
W ar were imprisoned during the last war under this regulation —
which appears to be reserved by Conservatives for use against
men whose proved patriotism puts their own party to shame —
on reports supplied by fellow travelling officials who naturally
desire to eliminate all determined opposition to communism ?
Those in charge of the Foreign Office do not need the instruments
of tyranny to save their country ; they only need the plain sense
wh ch was so conspicuously lacking when the present Prime
Minister enjoyed so long a tenure o f that department.
Sir Anthony Eden we are now told is likely to preside over
the additional enquiry of privy councillors who had previously
been connected with the security arrangements which had failed.
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The enquiry is to be conducted, on the one hand, by the very
officials among whom the suspects must still exist, and, on the
other hand, by the very politicians who have been responsible
throughout, and are, therefore, proved incompetent.
The Burgess and Maclean record is a story of palsied
incompetence making possible black treachery. The chief
incompetent has been promoted to.be Prime Minister, and some
of Maclean’s backers are obviously still there ; probably the most
influential. Let those who care for England persist in the fight
until all is exposed and cleansed.
The Saar and German Nationalism
We cannot have Europe without Europe. There is no benefit
of European solutions, without the fact of European union.
The Saar problem would cease to exist if Europe were a nation ;
without that it will remain a problem. A German population
will resent and resist an European solution which they think
conceals a French interest. The French people will resent and
resist a blow at their economic interests which occurs if the Saar
becomes part of a separate nation, but would not occur if the
Saar were part of a total European union. There is no final
solution outside the real union of Europe, and this applies to
many problems beside the Saar. So many opportunities have
been lost in Europe since the war. The weakness and timidity
of British government are chiefly responsible, for Britain was the
natural mediator and, therefore, the predestined architect of union.
As a result of lost' European unity nationalism inevitably recurs,
at least for a time. There is a danger to Germany and to all
Europe in this. The revival of the old German nationalism
against the real idea of Europe can only lead to one o f two
disasters. The first is that Germany will again unite against
herself a combination of forces which will in the end be too
much for her ; this lime it will be an even greater tragedy both
for Germany and for all Europe because it will provide Russia
with a decisive opportunity. The second is that German
nationalism will be driven by the folly of the rest of Europe into
the arms of Russia. This will be the final disaster for Germany
as well as for Europe, because she will be swallowed by Bolshevism
long before she can effectively influence, let alone command,
the Russian power. The Soviets are not the Czars ; the old
dream of some Germans that a Teutonic domination of the Slav
16
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might be accepted by Russia, is gone for ever. A sale to Russia
is on the terms of communism. These things will not happen
because real mind and will still live in Germany and in the rest
of Europe. But some of the old witches of present European
governments have done their best to cook this devil’s brew.
German Union and M r. Dulles
The union of Germany remains the chief issue o f Europe.
The great merit of recent discussions is that they have at least
clarified the issue of who is impeding it. What is needed now
is an effective barrage of propaganda to drive the lesson home
to all the peoples of the world and rout the communist parties
as the plain agents of tyranny. The charge is straight and
simple: the Soviets oppose free elections because they will expose
the tyranny o f communist rule. Let the European peoples at
least unite in this decisive appeal to world opinion ; if Europe,
in fact, were united, nothing could resist our pressure for the
return of our lost lands. We always believed that it is the
weight of world opinion alone which will roll back the Soviets
without w a r ; they cannot afford to remain exposed in a
position which jeopardises the popular appeal of every communist
party in every country. This view gains strength as the prospects
of open war recede, and it becomes clearer that the future will
mainly be decided by a battle of ideas. Mr. Dulles, in a speech
to the American Legion in October, stated that “ world opinion
would eventually force the Soviet Union to relax its grip on the
satellites of Eastern Europe and to permit the re-unification of
Germany ” . The sharp reaction of Pravda was the best proof
that he had found the Soviet’s weak spot. And the steady
denegration of Mr. Dulles by everyone who cannot be relied upon
to oppose communism, is the best evidence of his conspicuous
service .to his country and to Europe ; he can have no surer tribute.
The remaining question is how to organise that continually
victorious debate, and decisive mass propaganda, which, in the
end, will determine that issue. We long ago urged that the
gentlemen in the homburg hats should yield to the men who
understand mass politics, even before the day when a homburg
hat might be suspected of a hammer and sickle in the crown.
I t is not just a phrase to say that it is the voice of the debater
which will roll back communism when the voice of the gun is
silent. The Soviets will go b a c k ; or see their communist
17
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parties melt away in each land, under a continual exposure of
the slavery, oppression and barbarities of their system of
government to the anger and contempt o f the peoples of the
world. The Americans have been among the first to realise
this ; they should now organise it.
American Friends
A considerable number of American letters now reach us,
as many as possible are always printed. In our last issue one
such letter took us to task in a friendly way for our attitude
toward America, which seemed to stress our common interest
in together opposing communism rather than any more positive
and warmer basis of friendship. To some extent, we must plead
guilty, but would, also, plead for the underlying causes of our
attitude, and that of many Europeans, to be understood. You
may feel warm friendship for a man before he is in a position
to buy you up, but in a natural if mistaken pride seem to cool
off a little when he is in such a position. Some o f us who
throughout our lives have reckoned some Americans among our
best friends, may be suffering a little from this inhibition at the
present time. It will pass when the strength and prestige o f
Europe a Nation puts us again on a basis o f equality. Our
American correspondent is perfectly right in his judgment :
“ 1 pick my friends because they are what I consider good people,
people with energy, people with ideas, people who are capable
of contributing a little something to the civilising o f mankind.”
We entirely agree ; and among such people, in our view and
feeling, are numbered many Americans. At the present time,
in fact, among those whose material circumstances give them
some freedom to follow the life of their choice, we note a good
deal more seriousness and dedication of life in many young
Americans than in corresponding circles in England. In this
respect, it is a matter of some concern that young America appears
to be feeling and doing what young England used to feel and do.
This phase will pass with the return of seriousness to the times,
and to English government itself.
Thoughts on Xenophobia '
This subject provokes other thoughts which sometime need
pursuing further. At a certain point of development does it
not become illusory to say : “ I like Englishmen and do not
18
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like Americans ” , or vice versa. It has long seemed to us
nonsense to take such an attitude within the European family,
e.g., for an Englishman to say : “ I like Germans and do not
like Frenchmen ” , or vice versa. Once we overcome the inhibition
of language we do not any longer see things like that. We feel
father that we like some Frenchmen and like some Germans,
but do not like other Frenchmen and other Germans ; and so
on throughout the European family. Some Europeans in all
nations we learn to love like brothers ; for others our feelings
are the very reverse of fraternal. The fact is, except when some
cataclysm divides us, like war — which within our continent may
now happily be regarded as past — the divisions within Europe
are of the soul rather than of the soil, as we observed some time
back. Within a family it is the issues of the spirit that divide,
not the localities of residence. And any European who is at home
in the principal languages, conversant with the main trends of
European culture, aware of the inter-actions of European history,
and familiar with the varying conditions of European life, must
begin to feel like that, if he is a man of perceptive intellect and
sentient spirit. America is further away, but the stock is the
same stock. There is no reason why we should not feel like that
about Americans ; and we often do. But it will all be better,
and easier, when we can again take the hand of America, standing
on our own feet. And many o f us know from experience of
Russians in our own Western countries that we could get along
very well with some of them as well. But that touches the little
matter of getting rid of the Bolsheviks which takes us beyond
the present subject.
Good Colleagues, and the Party Conferences
The Party Conferences have come and gone with all their
obscure manoeuvres. As a rule “ the platform ” , that solemn
row of reigning pundits, wins; effective rebellion is very rare.
In the Labour Party, successful revolt is impossible in the face
of the card vote wielded by the Trade Union chiefs. That party,
for some twenty-five years, has suffered from the dangerous
paradox of a controlling power wanting one thing and a rank
and file of constituency workers wanting quite another. So far
the money has won and not the workers, despite the ■much
publicised lamentations of some prominent figures. In the
Conservative Party, on the other hand, by a strange paradox,
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effective revolt is becoming for the first time a real possibility
since the reforming administration o f Lord Woolton, himself
scarcely a symbol of revolution.
There is no polder hatred in politics than the dislike o f the
ruling power within a party for those who make a habit o f
organising revolt. And, curiously enough, there is some reason
behind that icy contem pt; logic and justice are not always and
entirely on the side of the rebels. The ethics of the matter need
a little consideration before a hasty judgment. If a man is in
a party and has long agreed with its principles, he is clearly right
to be very patient in his attempts to persuade it to change its
ways when he thinks it has gone wrong. But, if he fails, over
a considerable period, in that persuasion, and deep differences
of principle have arisen between him and the majority, or the
established authority of his party, he is surely wrong to remain
within it. It is dishonourable to stay within in order to disrupt.
At that point it becomes right, a plain moral duty, to leave the
party and fight it from outside. A manly enemy is rightly more
esteemed than a traitor in the ranks. A man should leave a
party when he can no longer be a good and true colleague.
Either stay in and serve loyally, or get out and fight the l o t ;
that surely is the way of a man.
“ The World is Character ”
When we work within a movement we should go to the
extreme of patience, and even of gentle consideration in dealing
with colleagues; all our wrath and all our blows should be
reserved for the enemy. A character in politics which, for reasons
of ambition, vanity, or petulance aids the enemy and betrays
friends is generally despised ; it is rightly reckoned that if the
grounds of disagreement were those of principle an honest man
would leave. There are a number of conspicuous examples in
both the great established parties of the state ; men who fight
their own side harder than the enemy; or who backbite in private
when they dare not fight in public. They none of them get anywhere,
though they often represent well founded discontents within the
party. They have neither the loyalty to stay in as good colleagues,
nor the courage to go out as good enemies, therefore they are
rightly held in contempt. “ The world is character ” ; and,
in present politics, character is more than ever needed.
EUROPEAN
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AN ITALIAN CONSIDERS
EUROPEAN SOCIALISM
by PIERPAOLO SERPIERI
Sir Oswald Mosley will reply early in the New Year
to discussion o f European Socialism in articles and
letters from England, Germany, Italy and America
which have appeared in The European and Nation
E urope.
F THE CONCEPT of European Socialism pretends to a
European scope then there are some essentials which must
be clarified, and an honest, candid position taken with respect
to the European Revolution which characterizes our epoch.
That Revolution, which began with the March on Rome in 1922,
has become part' of the tradition of almost all the major nations
of Europe. A doctrine which seeks European proselytes, therefore,
can attract or alienate to the degree that it makes an honest and
sympathetic, or a prejudiced and antipathetic, appraisal of that
Revolution.
When we Italians read that European Socialism was to
“ transcend” Fascism1, and later that the concept of “ Europe
a Nation ”, specifically, carried European Socialism beyond
Fascism12, we were perplexed, for the possibility of such a “ union ”
o f European States was not as alien to Fascism as Sir Oswald
implied3. Indeed, Mussolini, in response to Emil Ludwig’s query

I

1 Mosley, The Alternative, p. 80.
2 Mosley, The European Situation, p. 18 ; Union o f Europe: Extension o f
Patriotism.
3 “ What the p e a t European peoples need, what must bind them, is a
European spirit.” Mussolini as cited Coudenhove-Kalergi, Europe Erwacht I
p. 153.
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as to why he did not found just such a Europe had replied4 :
I am nearer to this idea than I was five years ago. But the time
is not yet ripe. The crisis has first to be intensified. New
revolutions will come, and it is as their sequel that the type o f
the European of tomorrow will be established.
Certainly Mussolini felt the time ripe in 1943 for a federation
of European states in the service of European culture and
tradition5 in pursuit of a joint policy o f civilizing the African
continent.
Surely, therefore, to speak o f a transcending of Fascism in
this respect is not justified ; one might speak, rather, o f a logical
extension of its policies.
But Sir Oswald said more than t h a t ; that Fascism must “ pass ”
because it was not “ adequate ” to the facts of a new age6.
He had made a similar criticism o f the old parties during the
crisis of the thirties. Only at that time he had not only found
Fascism adequate, but had discovered that “ the essence of
Fascism is the power of adaptation to fresh facts ” .7 It is
necessary that he illustrate in what measure Fascism has lost the
feature which he once felt was its essence. W hat are the facts
with which Fascism cannot cope ? What are the rigidities
which have made Fascism “ inadequate ” ?
That Fascism is misunderstood, that as a term it awakens
prejudice and makes discussion impossible is perfectly compre
hensible. That another term be substituted seems warranted.
But to maintain that the socio-political philosophy o f Fascism,
as such, should have become inadequate so rapidly would mock
the sacrifice of many who did service for what they felt to be
the Idea of our time. And it is only to such men that Sir Oswald
in the final analysis can appeal. Therefore European Socialism’s
appraisal of Fascism is of profound tactical importance.
European Socialism must understand that the “ doctrine ”
of Fascism cannot be equated to the doctrines of the old parties,
sterile intellectualizations that they are, founded and confounded
by theoreticians who live and have lived remote from practical
4 Ludwig, Talks with Mussolini (English edition), p. 147.
5 “ This policy must be directed towards the realization o f a European
Community, with a federation of all nations '. . . the abolition o f the
capitalist system (and) the development, for the benefit of European
peoples, and of the natives, of Africa’s natural resources . . . ” Point
viii, Programme Manifesto o f the Fascist Republican Party, 1943.
6 Mosley, European Situation, p. 18 ; “ European Socialism ” , European
(May, 1954), pp. 12 f.
1 Mosley, The Greater Britain, p. 16.
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affairs8. These doctrines “ pass ” as our changing world finds
them ill-suited — when the facts alter o f which these doctrines
are but distillations.
Fascism is essentially method, however, and to speak of its
“ doctrine ” as “ passing ” because it is not “ adequate to the
facts o f a new age ” is to obscure its intrinsic flexibility.
Fascism has never been a closed system, a petrified dogma that
would render itself inadequate in the face of any alteration in
the complex of facts with which it must deal. For Fascism is
essentially action, in which doctrine can be but immanent9,
never explicit10*. Doctrine must emerge in the dialectic of living,
and as such must avoid dogmatic pretences11, for dogmas necessitate
a faith in stasis, a belief that ultimate reality has been fathomed
and that given answers are Absolute.
Fascism’s doctrine of immanence, on the other hand, necessitates
a conception of the world in which Becoming rather than Being
is established as postulate12. Doctrine can only become manifest
as a consequence o f the dialectical interaction of thought and
action, evolving in a historical process as thought influences
material reality through action, and as the exigencies of the
material world demand greater adherence to concrete problems
on the part of thought13. Experience mediates between past
thought and present thought, between present thought and future
thought. Necessity guides the path of man’s spontaneous will
to pass and surpass.
We seek ultimates, but reality reveals itself more fully only as
we widen the range of our experiences. Thus we make greater
and greater approximations to the ultimate which we seek.
It is a process which never ceases, since the need for activity never
ceases, since experience never ceases.
Fascism sees action as implicit in life and thought as the
fundamental characteristic of man14 and with this understanding
8 vide Panunzio, Cite cos’e il Fascismo, pp. 19 f f ; cf. Mussolini Discorsi
della rivoiuzione, pp. 35 f.
9 Mussolini, Dottrina del Fascismo (Hoepii edition, 1935), p. 3.
10 v. Puchetti, Fascismo scientifico, pp. 58 f. ; Solmi, La genesi del Fascismo,
p. 19.
tt “ We are against prejudices and we are opposed to dogmas. We are for
problems . . . ” Mussolini, Der Geisl des Fascliismus (Beck edition, 1943),
p. 101.
12 “ Life is a continuous flowing and becoming.” Mussolini, Dottrina, p. 9.
M “ Every doctrine tends to direct the activities of men toward a given
objective ; but the activity of men reacts upon doctrine, transforms it,
adapts it to a new necessity and overcomes it. Doctrine, therefore, must
not be a verbal exercise but an act of life.” Ibid., p. 33.
l* Gentile, Genesi e struttura della societa, p. 44.
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it proceeds to resolve the antithesis which rationalism and
materialism had insinuated between the two, between Idea and
Deed, Thought and Action15.
Thought must have its effect’upon Action if Action is not to
be reflex16, while experience, the consequence of Action, must
have its effect upon Thought if Thought is not to be sterile17.
Transposed into a socio-political key the philosophic principles
of Fascism demand that Fascism start where it is, impelled by
the energy of contemporary problems themselves18. Fascism, after
the First World War, faced its initial problems with the materials
which European culture had placed at its disposal, a heritage
o f science and philosophy. True to its method Fascism fashioned
only a tentative programme19, bom o f the pragmatism o f James20,
the experimentalism of Pareto21, the dynamism of Bergson2223and
Nietzsche25— a programme it had extracted from the social
concepts of Blondel, Sorel24 and Le Bon25.
As the programme was applied necessity imposed modifications26.
For it was only with the experience of dealing with the problems
which life posed27 that doctrine could emerge from the dialectical
interrelationship of thought and action in the course of events28.
15 v. Marohn, Benito Mussolini and Friedrich Nietzsche, p. 24.
is Canepa, Sistema di dottrina del Fascismo, v. i, p. 5.
17 “ Experience always leads to modifications in the original plan ? ‘ Of
Course 1’ ” Mussolini as cited Ludwig, op. cit., p. 183.
is “ We are for problems because we recognize the dynamic strength which
resides within them.” Mussolini, Der Geist des Faschismus, p. 101.
11Fascism was born of a profound . . . need of our people . . . at a given
moment . . . ” Mussolini, Discorsi Politici, p. 122. “ Fascism was bom
in the need for action and was action.” Mussolini, Dottrina, p. 20.
i* Fascism “ did not arise with a precise and determined doctrine.” Gentile,
Origini e dottrina del Fascismo, p. 37.
26 “ The pragmatism of James was of great value to me because it taught roe
to measure actions more by their results than by their doctrinal bases.”
Mussolini, as cited Begnac, Palazzo Venezia, p. 118.
M Sarfatti, Dux, p. 69.
22 Panunzio, Che cos'e il Fascismo, p. 19.
23 “ . . . I . . . a disciple of Friedrich Nietzsche . . . ” Mussolini, Scritti
e discorsi, vol. ix, p. 62.
24 " To Sorel 1 owed much . . . His theories . . . contributed to form the
discipline, the collective energy and the power . . . of the fascist cohorts.”
Mussolini in Pirou, Georges Sorel, Etudes sur le Devenir Social, p. 53.
25 “ One of the books that interested me most was The Psychology o f the Crowd,
by Gustav Le Bon.” Mussolini, M y Autobiography, p. 36.
26 “ I myself . . . am the first to recognize that the modest programme . . .
must be reviewed, corrected, amplified, corroborated . . . and must not
. . . bind us for eternity.” Mussolini, Messaggi e proclami, p. 39.
27 “ We are rooted in concrete, hard reality.
Mussolini, Discorsi della
rivoluzione, p. 77.
28 The philosophy of Fascism is “ not one that is thought but one that is
done, and therefore it enunciates and affirms itself not with formulas but
with action . . . ” Gentile, Originl, p. 58.
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Fascism, then, is of necessity perpetual revolution, perpetual
reappraisal and reorientation2®. “ While other contemporary
revolutions stop, congeal and even regress, the fascist Revolution
moves in precise and rhythmic cadence, and its impulse is given
by the problems which it solves and which occupy the attention
of the world.”2®
Each historical epoch has its problems which must be met,
which cannot be anticipated2!, and doctrine, therefore, must be
in constant evolution and elaboration22. As the nature of the
problems which our world faces alter, and as science contributes
more inductive material to the possible philosophical synthesis,
Fascism will modify its form, for dynamism is its essence and
the real world in which, and upon which, it is active, is its point
of departure. F or doctrine, immanent in action, is of necessity
conditioned by the exigencies of time, place and circumstance22.
But as long as the problems which the Occident faces are essentially
those called into existence by the industrial revolution that doctrine
will be Fascist.
Such a doctrine cannot find itself inadequate before new facts.
Such a doctrine reacts to and upon those facts until it achieves
a solution24, a momentary equilibrium awaiting the altered
conditions, spiritual or material, which will impell it to yet a
further resolution25.
That the Fascism of 1919 would be inadequate to the express
needs of our time is needless to discuss26. But the Fascism that
is the product of European thought and tradition, synthesis of 2930145
29 “ Politics is the science of government, one does not govern according to
the demands of a theory, but to the demands of the moment, that is, as
history demands, correcting one’s action in time.” Puchetti, op. cil., p. 61.
30 Panunzio, Popolo d'ltalia, August 14th, 1934.
31 Bertolotto, Massen und Fuehrer in der fascisiischen Lehre, p. 7.
32 Mussolini, Discorsidella rivoluzione, p. 36.
33 Fascism is a doctrine “ which arose from a given system of historical
forces . . . and . . . has therefore a form correlative to the contingencies
of time and place . . . ” Mussolini, Dotlrina, pp. 3 f.
34 “ The theory, which is equal to its task, does not augment doubts and discussion
far from practical life, but it is that which arises from practice, and which
gives us a more profound cognizance of life, which illuminates action.”
Giuliano, Fascismo e I’avvenire della coltura, p. 186.
35 “ The Ideal is not an eternal and axiomatic truth, it is not, in short, absolute.
It is a fact . . . a mental fact . . . and to be such it cannot be eternal or
absolute, but varies with the economic, religious, social and traditional
condition,” Puchetti, op. cit., p. 56.
34 “ Those who dream today of reconstructing the Blackshirt organization,
exactly as it was, do more than dream : they don’t deserve as much to be
punished as they do being placed in the madhouse. To recreate that
organization it would be necessary not only to raise the dead _. , . but
also to reproduce that entire causal process which determined it . . . ”
Maggiore, II delltto dl “ Ricosliluzione del disclolto Parlilo Fascbla," p. 12.
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generations o f speculation and scientific application, product o f
two and a half decades of power and a subsequent decade o f
reappraisal, that Fascism, the Fascism o f 1955, must o f necessity
be adequate, or, if not, it is because men have failed the idea
and its method.
We have touched upon the problems of Europe a Nation.
In principle Fascism is not opposed — yet in practice Fascism
maintains that the time for a European Nation is not yet*?.
But this is essentially a problem in applications and not in
fundamentals. It is a problem of revolutionary dynamics — a
problem in methods.
Does Sir Oswald, for instance, conceive o f a European Movement
such as the pre-war Pan-Europa Movement ? O r does he
conceive of National Movements bringing discipline and dignity
to each individual nation in order that they may enter such a
community on the basis of parity ? If the latter, then Sir Oswald
closely approximates the Fascist proposals31*3538.
As for the more exclusively social characteristics o f European
Socialism they may be said to be essentially those o f Fascism :
1. For Fascism, like European Socialism, conceives o f itself
as a synthesis of the thesis and antithesis of capitalism and
socio-communism39;
2. Fascism, like European Socialism, conceives o f itself as
the guardian of individual initiative through a system of industrial
democracy4® in the form of syndical self-government41.
The essential difference between fascist industrial syndicalism
(which like European Socialism advocates the direct participation
31 cf. Anfuso, Gray, La Politico Estera del M.S.I.
38 “ Culturally stronger and more alive than its false judges of Numberg,
Europe — in which the participation of a unitary German State is indispensible — must reaffirm itself creator and mediator of civilization, guarantor
of peace, drawing upon its energy which it possesses for this high aim in
a natural expansion across the Mediterranean, in Africa, its complementary
continent.” Documenti per la storia del Movimento Sociale Italiano, vol. i,
p. 87 ; “ A foreign policy inspired by the concrete and contingent interests
of the Nation, in order that a European union may be formed on the basis
of parity and justice.” Ibid., p. 7.
35Rocco, La trasformazione dello stato, p. 18 ; “ The fascist social system
does not represent a compromise between the conservation of capitalism
and communism. It is not a system which halts before communism.
It transcends it as it transcends capitalist society.” as cited Canevari,
Graziatti mi ha detto, p. 296.
40 ” Economic democracy through national syndicalism is our standard.”
Mussolini, as cited Paolonj, Sistema rappresentativo del Fascismo, p. 49.
41 “ Individual industries . . . are administered by a developmental Council
elected by all the workers of the industry . . . ” Premessa fondamenlale
per ia creazione della irnova struttura dell'economia italiana, point n , as cited
Pertkone, La repubblica di Said, p. 218.
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of all the categories of labour in the direction of the individual
enterprise through elected representatives42) and socialist syn
dicalism lies in the disposition to be made of an enterprise when
once it has become too complex for the successful management
by its founder. Sir Oswald suggests that it be turned over to
the workers employed therein, whereupon they will elect a
manager to perform the technical task of direction.
, Such a concept contravenes the organic and hierarchic principles
of Fascism. Periodic elections would not only jeopardize the
continuity of industrial direction but would make the administrative
category dependent upon the caprice of the numerically superior
mass of unskilled labour.
W hat defence would a manager have in such a situation ?
Sir Oswald suggests the manager might strike. The strike would
be effective only to the degree that the remaining categories o f
workers recognized the manager’s value to the enterprise. But if
they recognize his value, the strike is largely unnecessary —
arbitration would probably serve as well. If the workers do not
recognize the manager’s value the strike will be ineffective.
One cannot extort respect.
Precisely how are the remaining categories of labour to judge
a manager’s value to enterprise ? Sir Oswald suggests that the
level of annual profit be the standard43. This is somewhat
similar to the proposal made by an American psychologist, that
an artist’s talents be evaluated on the basis of his yearly income.
The rise and fall of profit simply cannot be utilized as a criterion
in the judgment of competent management44. Industry no longer
operates within such confined limits, or labours for such a
circumscribed goal. An appraisal o f a manager’s competence
would have to take into consideration a multitude of factors
which the remaining categories within the enterprise could hardly
be expected to have the technical preparation to evaluate.
The election o f managers as an accepted principle of socialist
syndicalism is opposed to the fascist principle which recognizes
the necessary functional distinctions between the manual, technical,
intellectual and administrative categories employed in enterprise.
42 “ The particular formula through which the system is defined and delineated
is the participation of workers in the responsible direction of production
and sharing the profit . . . ” Document/, vol. i, p. 18.
43 V. Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May, 1954, p. 11.
44 " Managerial policy can no longer be determined by momentary advantages,
it must occupy itself with long term planning for the future.” Schlenzka,
Unternehmer, Direktoren, Manager: Krise der Betriebsfuehrung 1, p. 41.
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Fascism recognizes these categories and maintains their necessary
distinction, and brings them together only on a basis o f equality
through functional representation in the directorship o f individual
enterprises. It does not render the integrity o f one category
dependent upon the will of the arithmetic majority. In the Fascist
Labour State as it operated in the Social Republic of Salo, the
manager of a “ socialized ” industry45 was nominated by the
State46 upon advice o f the corporative councils o f experts, who
took responsibility for the technical preparation of their nominee47.
Thus only the workers in the candidate’s specific category passed
upon his competence. The workers in the remaining categories
would have recourse to the Labour Court, which was independent
of the State48, and to the Labour Ministry as well as the
corporative councils, if they felt the appointee-manager to be
violating the principles of national syndicalism. In the nonsocialized, or non-syndicalized industries the owner himself
remained manager as long as he functioned in the intellectual
or administrative categories. He met with the representatives
of the remaining categories of labour on the basis o f parity in
planning the development of enterprise and the distribution o f
profit49.
In both socialized and non-socialized industry it was necessary
for the individual enterprise to follow the general economic plan
created by the national corporation, composed of the representatives
of all the local and provincial syndicates. The reason that
Fascism does not permit a “ mixed ” economy such as European
Socialism advocates is because new industries which are nonsyndicalized and, according to Sir Oswald’s scheme, need not
conform to a national policy, might well, should they be large
or numerous enough, draw off necessary labour and raw material
and warp the economy sufficiently to make it impossible to meet
the essential problem of relating production and consumption.
But in actual fact the proposed “ private enterprises” which
Sir Oswald envisages would hardly function in a modern economy.
43 The point at which socialization is to take place is determined by the
corporative councils made up of representatives of the local and provincial
syndicates.
44 Cione, Storia della republica sociale itattana, p. 306.
Premessa . , . , point in, as cited Perticone, op. clt., p. 219.
48 “ The independence of the magistrature is a fundamental guarantor of
liberty.” Document!, vol. i, p. 22.
49 “ Complete collaboration between the various factors in production . . .
and the effective co-participation of workers in the development of their
individual industry and the distribution of profits,” Ibid., p. 7, cf. Perticone,
op. cit„ p. 218.
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The labour, wage and price policies of syndicalized industries
must of necessity influence those “ independent ” elements of
the economy. Indeed, it would be unfair to oppose private
industry whose ends would be profit maximization to syndicalized
industry whose end would be wage maximization. That is, in
the syndicalized industry, the workers would conceivably prefer
higher immediate wages than more profit to share at the close
of the year, while in the non-syndicalized industry the entrepreneur
works to maximize profit notoriously at the expense of wages
(even if a national minimum is maintained). The higher wage
scale of the syndicalized industry would force the owner-manager
to compete on the ground chosen by the syndicalized industry
— essentially the same would be true of pricing and purchasing
policies — the “ independent ” concerns would have to follow
the leadership of the giant syndicaiized industries, in the same
way that small or medium-sized concerns follow the wage and
price leadership of the large enterprise in monopolized or semimonopolized sections of capitalist economies today.
Furthermore, the responsibility which devolves upon the various
categories employed in the productive process (a differential which
is reflected in the higher wages for skilled or technical and
intellectual work) would seem to demand that these categories
should “ own ” a larger portion of the syndicalized industry.
If we are to commit ourselves to “ workers’ ownership ” it would
seem that the responsibility which each worker assumes in the
functioning of enterprise should be commensurate to the proportion
of his ownership. To separate ownership and responsibility
would seem to perpetuate one o f the most flagrant abuses of
capitalism.
Sir Oswald has suggested that the distribution of ownership
take into account the individual worker’s period of employment.
I am suggesting that the amount of responsibility a worker
undertakes should also be a consideration.
But if differential ownership is to exist within the body of
workmen themselves it is not difficult to anticipate almost inevitable
problems. Workmen possessing large shareholdings (either through
seniority, as Sir Oswald has suggested, or conceivably by virtue
o f their position as we have here suggested) would be interested
in higher stock dividends if that were to bring relatively greater
financial return, while those who are unskilled and of recent employ
would favour wage increments. In order to protect the various
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interests it would seem that voting would have to be made on the
basis of property holdings, for, if not, the mass of recently
engaged, unskilled labour would dominate, and the larger
shareholders would be penalized. Sir Oswald’s proposals, however,
make no provision to protect the larger shareholders, giving each
worker, irrespective o f status and holding, an equal vote50.
There are a number o f problems in the governance o f industry
wherein the interests o f the various possessing groups might differ ;
but if the ballot were the sole determinant, unskilled labour would
forever dominate in establishing the operating policies of enterprise.
Unless there is State surveillance and self-discipline through .
the syndico-corporative organs of industrial self-government,
the Labour Court and the Labour Ministry, the problems inherent
in workers’ ownership might well make the individual factory
the battleground of opposed, irreconciliable factions.
Fascism has left the problem o f workers’ proprietorship one
o f sponsoring the ownership of more immediate and meaningful
possession (a home, a car, personal possessions, etc.51) rather
than foster the abstract “ ownership ” of an industrial complex,
the only tangible evidences of which are paper shares and a
host of seemingly insoluble problems.
This is not the place to review, in detail, the methods adopted
by Fascism to solve the problems broached by European Socialism.
I need only point out that they are the logical extension of the
corporate principle of self-governance of industry52 through
syndicalism53. The New Democracy which had always been
implicit Fascism54 developed in the organic, corporative democracy
of the Fascist Social Republic, and finds explicit expression in
the policies of the Movimento Sociale Italiano.
That labour should achieve its full dignity, by assuming the
30 “ Each worker will have an equal vote after a probationary period.”
A Workers’ Policy through Syndicalism, p. 4.
31 cf. Point xv o f the Programme Manifesto o f the Fascist Republican Party and
Point viii of the Orientamenti Programmatici (1946) of the Movimento Sociale
ftaliano.
32 “ From the social point of view the republican Fascist programme is
nothing other than the logical continuation of the programme of 1919 . . . . ”
Mussolini, Speech of December 14, 1944, Gti. ultimi discorsi di Benito
Mussolini. Fascism in 1919 demanded “ a participation of workers’ repre
sentatives in the technical governance of industry. . . ” as well as the
“ participation by workers’ organizations. . . in the leadership of industry ... ” .
Programme Manifesto o f the Fasci Italiani di Combattimento.
33 “ Between the two extremes of anarchy and bureaucratic discipline is that of
self-discipline, of self-government in production.” Cione, op. cit., p. 301.
34 “ Dictatorship the means, Democracy the end.” v. Pini, Susmel, Mussolini,
L'Uomo e Vopera, vol. i, p. 352.
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responsibility of participation in the syndicalist governance of
the nation and its industrial processes, is a fundamental principle
o f Fascism. That individual liberty be protected within the
compass of the national interest is also such a principle. That
European Socialism and Fascism have so closely approximated
each other, on these issues, after having traversed divergent paths
for fifteen years, is indicative of a spiritual kinship. That Fascism
and European Socialism differ in essentials is indicative of their
respective honesty. With this understanding an honest discussion
can be pursued. But th at Fascism is cognizant of the facts of
our time has, I hope, become apparent. Its solutions are those
to which hundreds of thousands o f Itailans are dedicated — it
is a dedication steeled in sorrow and nurtured in battle — a
dedication which cannot be lightly dismissed.
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THE PISAN CANTOS
V. THEORY OF CONSTRUCTION
by ALAN NEAME
E HAVE EXAMINED a number of theories dealing with
the construction of Ezra Round’s Cantos1, and we have
found so far that none of these is conclusive, whether it be based
on such traditional European plots as the voyage of discovery and
the spiritual pilgrimage, or such European art-forms as the fresco
and the fugue. The European tradition of art, as Mr. Stewart
recently distinguished it, depends upon respect for form. Form
in art comprehends external contour and internal harmony. But
Yeats, writing in 1929, tells us that Pound intended the first of
these pre-requisites to be absent from his poem ; the poem was
to be without contours. This seems an indication that we should
look elsewhere than to Europe if we wish to discover the ruling
idea in the construction o f this poem.
Should we look to America ? Not to the tradition of Edwin
Arlington Robinson o f course, but to the peculiarly American
tradition of Walt Whitman, master of first lines but defective in a
sense of development or end ; of Melville with his encyclopaedic
digressions ; of Henry James with his meticulous volubility ?
We can readily believe that, when Pound with such literary forebears
began his first draft, he had no further plan in his mind than to
write a lot. Nor should we have to modify this opinion much if
we were to assume, on the evidence of this first draft completed in
1915, that the poem was to be a running journal on the physical
and intellectual experiences of an enquiring personality. No, if a
plan exists in conformity with this tradition however we might
define it, American critics have yet to unravel it convincingly. Good
reason for scepticism.
Nonetheless, the longer the poem grows and the more we study it,
the more difficult it becomes to suppress the nagging conviction
that there must be a plan, if only we could discover what. It seems,
for example, incredible that a man, so deep a student of the formal
poets, could endure to write for forty years without a plan in his

W

1 Pisan Cantos — IV Constructions\ The Europeant January 1955.
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writing. It seems contradictory that a poet, who in his translations
has shown himself a master of sustained poetic texture, should
burden his own life-work with unassimilated blocks of material
from other writers, unless he has some plan. Repetitions too argue
a plan. M ost persuasive o f all the evidence for the existence of a
plan is that, having written and published the three cantos of 1915,
the poet should then immediately cancel them and begin again
with a rearrangement of his material. Why should he do that, if
he had not adopted some plan ? If he had not decided on some
principle o f order that would make one arrangement better than
another ?
Much of my argument will turn upon these three cancelled
cantos, to which for brevity’s sake I shall in future refer, as U. 1,
2 and 3. From the contents of the 17-document, and from the
redistribution or suppression o f elements in it, I propose to demon
strate the existence of a plan and to outline the nature o f that plan
in the Cantos as we have them now.
The 17-document was complete at the end of 1915. It was
published in Lustra, 1916. Its style is syncopated Browning. It
contains references to many cultural figures of the European
classical, mediaeval and renaissance periods. To take literary
figures alone, £7-1 mentions by name the following : Browning,
Sordello, Pier Cardinal, Dante, Arnaut, Catullus, Chaucer,
Boccaccio, Uc St. Circ, Metastasio, Ficino, Guido Cavalcanti,
Aufidius, Pericles and Dr. Faustus ; mention is also made of
figures outside the European tradition : Moses and Mohammed ;
there are three references to the Orient, but no mention of Con
fucius ; V. 3 ends with a paraphrase of Homer.
Here I would emphasise three points : the {/-document with
its many references to literary and artistic personalities has every
appearance of being a verse record of intensive but haphazard
cultural explorations ; the {/-document shows some familiarity with
the Orient but omits reference to the figure dominating Chinese
thought, Confucius, who for some forty years has also dominated
the thought of Pound himself ; the {/-document ends with a block
of material englished but derived in toto from another source.
But in January 1917, we read of progress on a new long poem
(really long, endless, leviathanic), of which Cantos I - III were
published by instalment through the summer o f that year. In
this new version (i.e. Cantos / - III as we now know them), we find
that the Browningesque manner has been dropped, that many
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references to persons have been suppressed, that there is still no
mention of Confucius, and that the Homeric paraphrase has been
moved en bloc to form the beginning o f the poem, standing alone
as Canto I. This repositioning of the Homeric paraphrase, in
conjunction with the other changes, suggests that some plan has
been adopted that makes the 17-document obsolete, and that the
Homeric paraphrase, by its pride o f place, is to be an element ofgreatly enhanced importance in the new order.
— Yes, indeed, the reader will say to me, you have now laboriously
proved the truth of what you have already quoted from Pound’s
letter to his father in 1927 : that the argument of the poem is the
descent of a man into hell, the repeat in history, and the magic
moment when the human and the divine achieve identity ; this
Homeric episode is the subject in a scheme that is “ rather like, or
unlike, subject and response and counter subject in fugue
But, to consider this explanation a little more closely for a
moment, the poet does not say that his poem is a fugue ; he does
not even say that it is rather like a fugue ; but that it is rather like
something in a fugue ; and then again that it is rather unlike
something in a fugue. Are these vague words a serious explanation ?
They read more like a fob-off or placebo, to soothe someone who
would not grasp the intricacies or the unfamiliarity of the real
plan, someone for whom the real plan would take too much
explaining for a busy writer to embark on. I do not think that
we can rely too much on an explanation that tells us that something
is at once rather like and rather unlike something in another.
Yet there is a clue to be drawn from the poet’s words : the repeat
in history. Where in the Cantos should we expect to find the
‘ repeat in history ’, if not in a section unequivocally historical 7
And where do we find unequivocally historical -material if not in
the so-called ‘ China Cantos ’ {L II— LX I). These ten cantos stand
in a high proportion to the whole, and have been often condemned
as an inorganic lump, inappropriate to a vorticist poem. I may be
forgiven therefore, if I take them in isolation. The poet has said
that his poem is about ‘ ideas in action ’. If then we examine
this group of cantos and succeed in isolating the governing idea,
we should be nearer to discovering one element in the over-all
plan.
The China Cantos open with a hymn to the fertility of the earth
in the manner of the Book o f Odes. They follow with an account
of the Divine Emperors, mythical founders o f the Chinese
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empire, early Chinese dynastic history, including those
sovereigns termed the Divine Ancestors, up to the times of Con
fucius, and then a' compressed version of dynastic history practically
to the end of imperial times. In this survey there is a mass of
anecdotal material, as well as significant and picturesque event,
but one theme runs through the whole history : the connection
between religion and government. The fortunes and achievements
o f each dynasty are related to its patronage of one or more of
the three cults of China : Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism.
Pound states his theory o f Chinese history very succinctly in his
book o n the philosophy o f politics, Jefferson &/or Mussolini
(1935) : “ F or two thousand five hundred years, whenever there
has been order in China, or in any part o f China, you can look
for a Confucian at the root of it ” . The China Cantos illustrate
this maxim. They show an idea in action. The idea is
Confucianism. The action is the procession of history in the
Chinese empire.
Here then we have isolated an idea in action — Confucianism.
It is an idea remote alike from European and American ideas,
an idea very much too complex and unfamiliar to be explained
in answer to a casual letter o f enquiry. Where in the Cantos
do we find a statement of the idea itself, as opposed to the
recital of its effects ? This idea that informs a whole section
o f the poem should, one might expect, like so many other themes
that were to be developed later, be traceable in germ at least to
the 17-document. However, it is not so. The {/-document
refers to two world-seers (Moses and Mohammed) who only
reappear each once in the redesigned Cantos; its oriental
references are limited to the Goddess Kuanon, the artistic taste
o f the Shang Dynasty, and the sorrows o f a gallant lady of
Ga-ma-rio ; despite its gallery of culture-figures, its quotations
and its references to philosophy, there is nothing of Confucius
or Confucianism at all. This is a curious omission and suggests
that, when Pound was composing the (/-document, Confucius
and Confucianism had not yet been included in his studies.
Pound’s initiation into oriental studies, if we follow Mr. E.
R. Miner’s recent dissertation2, was not by way of philosophy
but through Flint and Whistler to the Japanese artists : “ His
first poem in Poetry’s first issue was dedicated ‘ To Whistler,
American ’ (1912) and he declared (Egoist, June 1, 1914) that
2 Williams College, pub. in abstract Pound Newsletter, April 1955.
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readers unfamiliar with ‘ Whistler and the Japanese ’ are un
educated
The volume of Sino-Japanese translations called
Cathay followed in 1915, Certain Noble Plays o f Japan in 1916,
and Noh or Accomplishment in 1917, but none o f these contained
reference to Confucius. His early interest in the Orient was
primarily aesthetic, an exploration o f alien modes o f beauty and
experimentation with new verse techniques to express the new
perceptivity.
To resume then, we have seen that the Cantos stand equally
outside the European and American poetic traditions, that from
1912 onwards Pound was interested in Sino-Japanese poetics
but not apparently in Chinese philosophy, that in 1915 he had
completed the [/-document without reference to Confucius and
without trace of plan. And we have seen th at he cancelled
U. 1, 2 and 3 almost immediately after publication ; that in
January 1917 a new long poem bearing good evidence o f a plan
was approaching publication; and that examination o f the
China Cantos has revealed Confucianism as a basic element of
the new long poem.
What caused this cancellation and fresh start ? The answer
may provide the key to the poem’s construction. Is it mere
coincidence that what appears to be Pound’s first recorded
reference to Confucius3 should be dated within a matter
of days from his announcement of his new long poem4 ? Is it
mere coincidence that the abandoning of the [/-document, the
embarking on a new long poem and the enthuiastic offer to
write an essay on Confucius for the Little Review should all occur
at the same time. Since Confucius is to play a more and more
dominant role in the poet’s thought as the years pass and the
work progresses, is it not probable that the reason for abandoning
his first efforts and for beginning again was in fact his discovery
of Confucius ?
Pound’s early references J o Confucius in his letters are most
important. In January-February 1917 he is full o f enthusiasm
for his new subject but still sufficiently diffident to offer his essay
on approval, making the explanatory note : “ Confucianism is
not propagandist” . On July 9th, 1922, he writes to an
enquirer5 : “ The first eleven cantos are preparation o f the
palette. 1 have to get down the colours or elements 1 want for
3 Letter to Margaret C. Anderson, dated London, (?) January 1917.
4 Letter to John Quinn, dated London, January 24th, 1917.
3 Letter to Felix E. Scheliing, dated from Paris.
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the poem. . Some perhaps too enigmatically and abbreviatedly.
I hope, heaven help me, to bring them into some sort of design
and architecture later.” The Confucius Canto (XIII) seems to
have been in draft in August 1922, and may be taken with the
material of the first eleven cantos to belong to the basic
‘ palette ’ o f the poem. Thus the Homeric paraphrase is not
merely a fine antique gateway to a maze, but an important
landmark and point of reference, and that the Confucius Canto
is similarly im portant as an axis o f reference for the new poem.
On July 16th, 1922, he declares : “ I consider the Writings of
Confucius and Ovid’s Metamorphoses the only safe guides in
religion ” .6
Thus we can trace the growing importance of Confucius in
the mind o f the poet from his discovery at some date that must
be placed between the completion of the [/-document and the
January of 1917, to the summer of 1922.
It is naturally in the Confucius Canto that we should expect
to find the statement of the idea that is later to go into action
in the China Cantos. Here however we sustain a brief check,
for the Confucius Canto gives no explicit statement of the idea.
The material for this canto is taken from the Analects, the
Sayings o f Confucius gathered by his disciples, a document quite
distinct from the Writings o f Confucius to which the poet accords
his veneration as a safe guide in religion. The Analects represent
the oral tradition. The Writings are from the Master’s own
hand. The Writings are the true Confucian scriptures, which
the Analects subserve as illustration and commentary.
We have already seen that the Homeric paraphrase was
promoted from U. 3, to be the opening feature o f the reorganised
poem. We now see th at the paraphrase of Ovid’s Metamorphoses
has a special significance in its position as Canto II, a significance
in fact religious. But we find, not a paraphrase o f the
Writings o f Confucius in a similarly important position, but a
canto devoted only to heterogeneous sayings. Why is this ?
O f Confucius the man we are given a glimpse ; but o f the
Writings, the repository o f true Confucianism . . . ? Can it be
that Homer, the father of European poetry, and Ovid, that great
religious guide, shall have their documents, and Confucius who
takes precedence even over Ovid be omitted, except in his popular
role o f proverb-uttering Chinese worthy 7 Confucianism is not
propagandist; is it then to be set aside when the poet comes to
6 Letter to Harriet Monroe, dated from Paris.
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write his Cantos ? Or is it rather to pervade the whole poem,
unseen, as fugitive yet insistent as the scent of the joss ?
And in any case what does Pound know o f dogmatic Con
fucianism ? Does he know anything ? Or is this just one more
touristic display to baffle the stay-at-homes ?
He has translated, or at least englished, all the Confucian
Classics. His edition of the Ta Hio, (the Great Learning, or
Great Digest as it is often called), appeared in 1927. In 1942
this was reissued in Italian as the Studio Integrate, to which was
annexed the Testament o f Confucius. In 1947 he published a
bilingual edition (English-Chinese) o f the Chung Yung (The
Unwobbling Pivot), dated from the ‘ DTC, Pisa, 5th October to
5th November 1945 ’, in 1950 the Analects and in 1954 the Book
o f Odes. The dates show that the Confucian Classics have
actively occupied his mind for thirty years. A nd it will be
noticed that the Chung Yung was the work with which he chose
to beguile those dismal months of 1945 that might so easily have
been his last. Thus we may with reason admit the preface and
translation of the Chung Yung as the poet’s testament, premature
as it fortunately turned out, but worthy o f particular study, as
the testaments of poets are.
Prefixed to the text of the Chung Yung there is a translator’s
note which has received curiously little attention from critics,
although its relevance to the construction o f the Cantos I believe
to be great. It reads as follows :—
The second of the Four Classics, the Chung Yung, the Unwobbling Pivot, contains what is usually supposed n o t to exist,
namely the Confucian metaphysic. It is divided into three
parts: the axis, the process, the sincerity . . .
Anyone will recognise these three words : axis, process and
sincerity, as constantly recurring in Pound’s prose and poetry.
The very name Unwobbling Pivot, what is it b u t an indeflectible
axis ? ‘ Rain also is of the process.’ ‘ Sinceritas from the death
cells.’ These words from an alien philosophic system are here
invested with meanings not found in European and, American
dictionaries. What do they mean in their Chinese context ?
What do they mean for Pound ?
The doctrine of Confucius was concerned, not with a future
state, but with right living and right government. The rules for
conduct and government were to be drawn from the exemplars
of antiquity. Mencius summarises the teachings o f the M aster :
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‘ Follow the rules of the Former Kings, and it is impossible that
you should go wrong
The term Former Kings comprehends
personages mythical (Sheng) and historical (Wang). The Sheng
are the three Divine Emperors, in whom fertility king and culture
hero combine to form archetypes of benevolent power. Yao,
represented as the equal of God, and Shun, his successor, ruled
the Empire by ‘ non-activity
They merely sat on the throne
and their baraka (if we may use an Arabic word for their peculiar
form of virtue) was enough to regulate the empire to its four
corners. They were in fact the axis upon which the empire
ordered itself. The third of the Sheng, Yu the Great, has more
specific attributes ; he subdued floods and first taught agriculture.
The W ang were the historical founders of the Chou Dynasty,
King Wen and King Wu, to whom Confucius devoted equal
piety as paragons o f extraordinary princely virtue. The conduct
o f the Form er Kings is for Confucius the ultimate reference.
I t is the axis.
The process is the way in which successive generations of rulers
and philosophers have attempted to follow the example of the
Former Kings. It is also the quintessential doctrine that can
be deduced from the conduct o f the Former Kings. And since
in the divinity of the Former Kings there was an identity between
the divine, the human and the natural worlds, the process is
also conformity to the cosmic cycle, with which the Former Kings
were in harmony and which they controlled.
Sincerity is the state of mind that the student must cultivate
before he can understand and achieve union with the process
which is the harmonious progression of all things under Heaven.
Sincerity has a complex of connotations, of which we might note :
intimate self-knowledge, integrity, purity of motive and a precision
of language based upon ‘ learning’, that is, a deep study of the
tradition of the Former Kings and the Ancients.
For Confucianists, Confucius himself has ascended to the ranks
of the Former Kings. Mencius taught that he was greater even
than Yao and Shun. Instead of the traditions of the Sheng and
the Wang, the Writings o f Confucius have become the documentary
axis. Similarly, the process has tended to be thought of as that
doctrine o f conduct that can be derived from the example of
Confucius, and sincerity (for the Master, that wide quality of
intellectual punctiliousness,) to be limited to the accurate recitation
o f Confucian texts.
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In Pound’s writing, these words, axis, process and sincerity
acquire a modem interpretation in the fields o f European politics,
economics and the arts, and he uses European examples to illustrate
them. What is the axis for him ? Who are the Form er Kings ?
We have already quoted him on the ultimate referees in matters
religious : Ovid and Confucius. In poetics, any index to his
writings will show that for him the Form er Kings are Homer,
Ovid, the Troubadours, Dante, Cavalcanti, the Elizabethan and
Cavalier lyricists and the anonymous poets o f the Chinese Book
o f O des; in politics, Sigismundo Malatesta, Duke Leopold o f
Tuscany, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benito M u ssolini;
in philosophy, Plotinus, Iamblichus, Johannes Scotus Erigena ;
in economics, Gesell and Douglas.
It would be distracting in an exploratory essay to enlarge on
the parallels between the Former Kings o f Confucius and the
Former Kings of Pound. But limiting ourselves to political
heros, we might compare the Wang — King Wen pre-eminent
in the arts of peace, and King Wu, pre-eminent in the arts of
war — with Pound’s two rulers, Jefferson (arts of peace) and
Malatesta (arts of war), both of whom have sections of the
Cantos devoted to them. Or we might show the similarity between
one of the Sheng, the Emperor Yu the G reat who bridled the
great rivers, and Mussolini before whose decisive act “ I remark
again that the cultured Italian has been talking about draining
those god-damned marshes since the time o f Tiberius Caesar ”.7
Now, all these Divine Emperors and culture heroes o f Pound’s
figure in the Cantos and the most part o f them are associated
with those very blocks of material that have drawn censure as
unassimilated. And in many cases these blocks o f material are
the unadorned utterances of the Form er Kings themselves : a
translation of Homer (I), a paraphrase o f Ovid (II), extracts from
a contemporary chronicle of the Troubadours (IV-VI), a synthesis
of the Neo-Platonic philosophers (V), a selection from the
Analects (XIII), a modernised Inferno (XIV, XV), a scholar-poet’s
rendering o f Cavalcanti (XXXVI), a pastiche on the Book o f
Odes (L13), a lyric in the manner of Waller (LXXXI) ; the
correspondence of Sigismundo Malatesta (VIII, IX),- the letters
of Jefferson (XXXI-XXXIII) and so forth. These elements are
concentrated on the ‘ palette ’ of the poem (I-XI), and spaced more
widely as the poem develops. These are the points of ultimate refer7 Jefferson &jor Mussolini, p. 24.
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ence in the poem, the documents of the Ancients that form the axis.
The process, fruitful action in accordance with sanctified
principle, the way in which the ideas of the Former Kings go
into action, is illustrated by the historical sections dealing with
mediaeval Italy, the Chinese empire, the rule o f Duke Leopold
(XLII-XUV), Jeffersonian America, and the mass of anecdote
about painters, politicians, writers, etc. It is not of great importance
to know whether the Dukes Sigismund and Leopold, Thos.
Jefferson and his colleagues play the part of Divine Sages in
Pound’s private mythology, or whether they should be classified
as those who have successfully followed the Way indicated by
the Divine Sages ; in either case their adherence to certain
Pound-approved political, economic or artistic principles makes
their history a fit subject for ‘ learning ’, i.e., study and imitation.
The phrase ‘ ideas in action ’ has been well enough as far as
it goes in illuminating the structural scheme of the Cantos, but
the concepts of axis and process go much further. Axis explains
the force of apparently undigested excerpts from other writers ;
process comprehends the mass of historical and contemporary
material that seems otherwise so tenuously related to these
excerpts and so ill-organised in itse lf: matter that now we see
illustrates in politics, economics and the arts, those rare moments
when the Way prevails, those tracts of history when the Way was
ignored, those crises when the Way was flouted and blasphemed, the
decadence and disaster that ensue on ‘ losing the law o f Chung Ni
And finally, sincerity. Under this wide term we must place
all the subjective material o f the poem, Pound’s pictures o f
himself as a youth in Venice, as a middle-aged man fishing, as
an old man suffering in prison ; all the looking-inward o f the
Pisan poet ‘ that had been a hard man in some ways ’. More
than that, it is the poet’s whole manner o f interpreting facts, o f
looking at things, o f selecting his m aterial; o f speaking out o f
turn, o f supporting the ‘ wrong side ’ ; his individual moral
view, his missionising didactic spirit. And again, it is a poetic
technique, a programme and an ideal, the quest for the right
word — this is the Imagist in Pound : first to clarify the vision,
then to express it with the utmost economy, exactitude and
sharpness, to call things by their right names, to record each
image as clearly as if it were some scientific specimen under glass.
In Pound’s introductory note to the Unwobbltng Pivot, the word *
* L X X vn, 187.

Chung N i : an honorific title of Confucius.
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sincerity is followed by two qualifications : ‘ the perfect word
or the precise word
In the Pisan Cantos, written during the same
months, we find a word for word parallel (LXXIV 78-80) : in
principio verbum/paraclete or the verbum perfectum : sinceritas/
from the death cells.9 Here the word that expresses is linked
with the word that creates. Thus we see in the Cantos a gallery
of men whose acts have matched their natures, o f fighters who
have fought flat-out, painters who have exactly caught their
inspiration, writers who have precisely defined their image.
This maximal fulfilment of natural potentiality, this sincerity,
is the bond between the ‘ good ’, just as insincerity, in its
manifestations of parasitism, usury and loose diction, is the m ark
of the ‘ bad
Sincerity is the ‘ unity ’ linking the characters
of the poem to each other. It is also the link between the poet
and his characters. For, as we have said before, the poet does
not dissociate himself from the action of his poem ; on the
contrary, he in the company o f his ‘ good ’ characters taken from
most of recorded history is pursuing the Way, in exalting the
achievements of the Former Kings, in striving to rectify a Western
Empire shattered through ignorance and neglect o f its own
■Ancients. This poem then is not merely a work of art but a work
of instruction for a devastated culture.
As a lone ant from a broken ant-hill
from the wreckage o f Europe, ego scriptor . . .
For, as Mencius says10: ‘ The majority o f men wait for a
culture-king to come, to stimulate them into activity, bu t the
scholar is different. He does not need to wait for the culture-king
to arise ; he generates energy to restore the Golden Age on his
own account ’.
Critics have mocked the Cantos as a Chinese puzzle. The
gibe has much truth in it. The Cantos are a Confucian poem,
constructed upon the Confucian metaphysic o f axis, process and
sincerity (the perfect word or the precise word). It is within this
metaphysical frame that voyage and pilgrimage, descent and
transformation, hell, purgatory and heaven, myth, history and
present, fugue and fresco can be at last reconciled. Is this an
extravagant solution to our problem ? Let th e'read er refer to
the new cantos now being published' in the Hudson Review and
consider how the Sino-Confucian concentration grows denser
as the new long poem enters its final phase.*
* See also LXXVII, 141 : “ only the total sincerity, the precise definition ”.
w Mencius, VD, i, X.
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CANTO LXXIV
LINES 588-598
lord of his work and master of utterance
588
who turneth his word in its season and shapes it
Yaou chose Shun to longevity
590
who seized the extremities and the opposites
holding true course between them
shielding men from their errors
cleaving to the good they had found
holding empire as if not in a mortar with it
595
nor dazzled thereby
wd/have put the old man, son pere on his shoulders and
gone oif to some barren seacoast
Ideal Rulers, as described by the Sages, Confucius and Mencius.
Line 590. Yaou (imp. BC. 2357-2255), fourth of the Five Sovereigns, and
in Confucian histories the divine founder of the Chinese empire,
who made the land habitable and sanctioned human institutions.
“ Greatest, as lord and ruler, was Yaou. Sublime, indeed, was
he. ‘ There is no greatness like the greatness of Heaven’, yet
Yaou could match it.” — Analects, VIII,' 19. “ Yaou called Shun
to office, and measures to regulate the universal disorder were
set forth.” — Mencius, 111, i, IV, 7.
Shun (imp. 2255-2205), last of the Five Sovereigns, was the son
of a blind old man and a stubborn woman, and elder brother to
an insubordinate boy. His filial piety and brotherliness were
so remarkable that Yaou adopted him as assistant and successor.
Shun was Yaou’s viceroy for 28 years.
Line 591. Shun ruled by Moderation, Lenin by extreme measures (supra
572-9). Shun shielded, Lenin punished.
Line 594. T h ey: Yu (imp. 2205-2197) assisted Shun for 17 years before
acceding to found the mythical Hsia Dynasty.
Line 595. Analects, VHI, 18. Not in a mortar: Shun and Yu wielded
absolute power, yet remained untouched by it.
Line 597. Asked how the Emperor Shun would have reconciled justice with
filial piety, had his father been arrested for murder, Mencius
replied : “ Shun would have made no more of giving up the
Empire than of throwing away an old shoe. He would have
stolen away with his father on his back, made his home somewhere
on the seacoast, and lived out his days cheerful and contented,
his Empire unregretted.” — Mencius, M l, i, XXXV. Cf. filial
Aeneas rescuing Anchises from the sack of Troy.— Aeneid, II,
707-710.
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A DIARY
A ST' JUNE the Architectural Review published a special
number dealing with avoidable ugliness in English town
and country, which is now available as a bound book, called
Outrage* by Ian Nairn. It contains a great number of very
depressing photographs and drawings showing the full horror
of the road from Southampton to Carlisle, which passes through
what was once some of the loveliest country in England.
Rashes of villas, complicated wires of various kinds, ghastly new
street lights which, as Mr. Betjeman says, look like giant carpet
sweepers, devastated areas of land requisitioned during the war
by the armed forces and now abandoned to fruitless desolation,
succeed £ach other for mile upon mile. Before long, says M r.
Naim, “ the end of Southampton will look like the beginning
of Carlisle” .
It also shows the pathetic efforts of town and county councils
at beautification — the silly little dry-stone walls, wrought iron
work and bronze-leaved pink cherries with which they seek to
embellish road roundabouts, and the same ingredients used with
even nastier results by the owners o f advertisement hoardings.
Although the inappropriate caricature o f a Cotswold garden
in the middle of heavy traffic is peculiar to England, anyone who
motors through Europe can see unplanned, sprawling suburbs,
wire and concrete and what M r. N aim calls Things nearly
everywhere. Northern Italy is enmeshed in a cats cradle o f
hydro-electric monstrosities, and on the m otor roads one pays
to use the eyes are dazzled by-incessant advertisement hoardings.
In France owing to the crise de logement an enormous am ount
of building is going up in a seemingly haphazard way. Austria
is the tidiest country I have visited lately, but perhaps for the
tragic reason that it has the lowest birthrate in Western Europe.
The most satisfactory houses put up since the war are those
in Normandy and Bavaria. Both are built in styles traditional
to their district — typically French, typically German. The
hideous blocks of flats like chests o f drawers with the drawers
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* Architectural Press, 12s. 6d.
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open which are to be found all over Europe, and the low,
square white houses so suitable to Africa but so sad looking
in the foggy north are, I suppose, “ contemporary ”, but none
the better for that.

*

★

★

Nothing so beautifies the countryside as prosperous agriculture.
In Western Germany there is no waste land strewn with litter,
growing nettles and thistles. Every square metre is cultivated ;
even in the difficult outskirts of towns where building is taking
place every scrap of ground is dug and planted. The pinewoods
and the beech and oak forests look splendid and well cared for.
Countrysides elsewhere look almost neglected by comparison,
b u t it will be years before the bombed cities can be anything but
frightfully ruined, although the Germans have mended some
buildings with careful industry ; the Frauenkirche in Munich
for example, and the 18th century town hall in Bonn.

★

★

★

The 42nd Salon de l’Automobile at the Grand Palais has drawn
more than a million visitors. The most expensive motor was
a very glamorous Rolls Royce, the prettiest, a Cadillac which
looked like a brilliant, poisonous flying insect. The new Citroen
is very cleverly made, you can go to bed in it, and put twelve
suitcases in the boot — both very useful innovations, as anyone
who has tried to get a room in a French hotel on one of the
roads to the South in August will agree.
Except for sports cars, suitable for bachelors under twenty-five
years o f age, the other motors at the show were pedestrian black
beetles, fat and ponderous ; the cleverness o f the Cadillac design
is that it succeeds in being more comfortable and more spacious
than they, despite its slender elegance.
I am afraid the author of Outrage would not have cared for
the pots o f azaleas which decorated the stands, but the whole
effect was bright and gleaming.
Every few minutes a woman’s voice on a loudspeaker forbade,
in the name of the prifet de police, smoking in the enceinte du
Grand Palais. The French are more civilised in their smoking
habits than the English ; smoking is forbidden in Paris cinemas,
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so that one can go to a film without enduring the smarting eyes
which one suffers in London. The worst offender is the smoker
who does not puff at his cigarette but holds it at arm’s length,
so that the smoke streams into someone else’s eye.

★

★

★

The enormous, and growing, number of motorists has almost
brought Paris traffic to a standstill. During the m otor show the
city is bursting with people, not a room to be had, not an inch
of parking space to be found. It is the most crowded time o f
the year, as August is the least.
The Feast of the Assumption is probably the best day in the
whole year for a traveller to choose who wishes to see Paris.
The streets are deserted, unexpected vistas and unremembered
beauties appear ; it is warm, and the trees are in full leaf.
Last August I happened to arrive in Paris on the fifteenth.
Sitting by me in the aeroplane was a Turk who was visiting France
for the first time. He said he had always heard Paris was the
most beautiful city in Europe ; he could hardly wait to get there.
What should he look for in the three days he could spare, what
must he on no account miss ? I began to make a list of sights
— the Louvre, the Invalides — yes, yes he said, and the Tour
Eiffel, and the Place Pigalle and the Folies Berg&re. He was
saddened when I told him the-music halls would certainly be shut.
As we circled above the hangars and runways of Orly he looked
with radiant expectancy at the villa-studded landscape. “ Je
vois deja que c’est m e merveille ! ” he exclaimed.
Later on as I walked through the lovely empty city I thought
that perhaps one visitor would be disappointed by its a sp e c t;
he had come on the wrong day, he should have chosen the week
o f the motor show to see la ville lumiere of his dreams.

★

★

★

According to the French newspapers, Varcheveque de Canterbury
est siffli au cinima when he appears on the screen in London.
Can it be the protest o f high-churchmen against the decision
regarding the Church o f South India ? Four hundred years
ago all this might have ended badly — a t the stake, for instance.
D .M .
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THREE POEMS
by DESMOND STEWART

ON LOOKING AT A PHOTOGRAPH
When I was seventeen I thought love lasted
Bright as a star and endless as the sea.
Then days not passed in loving were all wasted
Empty as dreamless nights in infancy.
One passion for a lifetime I allowed.
And you were it, forgotten one, I knew.
June without you was a dry corpse in shroud :
December was Augustan shared with you.
I only learned to speak when something fired
My tongue to say it loved you. All before
Was valueless as sand, as uninspired
As a chatting woman’s shoddy metaphor.
When I was seventeen I did not know
That time outwears even the strongest vow.
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FIRST LIGHT IN BAGHDAD
It filters over the roofs
To the yellow balconies and walls.
It comes a quivering ray in the grey morning.
It disturbs the sleepers
Under crimson counterpanes,
The tired servants like sea creatures,
Limbs fixed in harsh positions.
The sky is like the flanks of a great grey fish.
Ten donkeys cross the bridge,
Their little hooves making a light rhythm.
Somewhere a radio starts,
Ankara or London or Bombay.
And on the roof o f the New Hikmat Hotel
Beneath an enormous quilt
Mme. Georgette, surrounded by her six young ladies,
Stirs slightly,
Stretches an arm ;
The fresh breeze struggles with pomaded hair ;
She has had but two hours sleep ;
lik e a sunlit whale turning, to the west o f Orkney.
And from twenty minarets
A voice proclaims
That the god who kept the city while it slept
(s One and Great.
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HAMMAM
Svelte in the steam the naked bodies twist,
Supple and lithe they turn,
Shadow figures in the mist,
I cannot discern
Whether the mouth is angry, soft or stern,
Or what the eyes say, or what the fingers do.
Above, like a beehive tomb, the muddy roof
Swirls with the melted labouring of two
Hard weeks on street or w h a rf;
Below a glue,
A sediment of summer, drains away.
Here you and I, or he and his, depart :
The peevish individual is buried ;
All throb with the same heart.
Mankind with all mankind is married.
Some god beyond the smoke has used his art
And we are at last unsullied.
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CINEMA

ALFRED

WEIDENMANN’S

ADMIRAL CANARIS
HEN is a traitor not a traitor ? When his country loses a
war, which puts him on the winning side.
Admiral Canaris, head o f the German counter-espionage service
for a number o f years, was executed for high treason ju st before the
end o f the war. This German film purports to be the story o f the
last nine years of his career. Feeling, no doubt, that he makes rather
a poor hero, the “ human ” aspect has been carefully built up by the
producer. The Admiral is seen either feeding two little dachshunds ;
or cooking his own dinner ; or bravely welcoming to his table a
friend wanted by the police ; or, last o f all, in the guise o f a German
Mr. Middleton, aproned, trowel and bass in hand, coming in from
the garden where he has been tending his flowers to be arrested by
the S.S.
But it would take more than these amiable traits o f amateur
cook, universal father Christmas, animal lover and horticulturalist
to gloss over the ugly truth, that while holding a position o f para
mount importance to his country which was fighting for its life,
Admiral Canaris, who is shown in the film depressed by each German
victory and elated by every defeat, was conspiring against its leader
ship and giving moral support to the men who secretly planted the
bomb on the 20th July 1944. They intended to murder the con
stitutionally appointed Reichskanzler, who had repeatedly been
confirmed in his position by overwhelming popular votes.
What does an honourable man do, who, finding his country is at
war, disapproves o f that war ? His first duty is to resign from any
government post he may hold, his second is to speak his mind,
whatever the personal risk to himself.
Admiral Canaris did not resign from his im portant and well-paid
p o s t; nor did he speak bis mind, except in whispers, behind locked
doors, to his fellow traitors. I t was typical o f these men that, willing
to wound and yet afraid to strike, none o f them had the courage o f a
common assassin. A bomb, concealed in a brief case, left under a
table, was the best they could do; it killed several people, bu t n o t the
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man whose death had been plotted. Brutus and Cassius seem heroic
by comparison.
This is an exciting film, very well made and well acted ; and worth
a visit, if only for the many extracts from contemporary newsreels
it contains.
D.M.

NEW BOOKS
The U nknown P rim e M inister: The L ife and Tim es o f Andrew
H onor Late by R obert B lake (Eyre and Spottiswoode 42s.).
OWEVER MANY histories, biographies and autobiographies
one reads about the first quarter of the 20th century,
it is a period which never fails to interest and amuse ; and as
escapist literature for those whose minds are darkened by the
thought that this third quarter of the century may be mankind’s
last, and that Conservatives and Liberals alike may be blown
up into infinitesimal particles of the final giant mushroom, they
have a special value, even though reading about the politicians
of the past is not particularly reassuring. Hypnotised by events
o f small importance, like Home Rule or Tariff Reform, they
floundered almost without noticing what was happening into
the Great War, not one o f them having the faintest notion of
what the results would be.
Although Bonar Law was only Prime Minister for a few
months, he was at the heart of affairs from 1911, when, through
the accident of Walter Long’s and Austin Chamberlain’s hatred
and rivalry he became Leader of the Unionist Party. Mr. Blake
says he was an ambitious man in those days ; he also seems
to have been a modest man, with (as was said of a recent Prime
Minister) plenty to be modest about. Lord Derby’s description
of him in a letter to the King when he became Leader summed
up his character perfectly :

H

“ Never very gay, he has become even less so since the
death of his wife . . . he has a great sense of humour — a
first class debater — and a good, though not a rousing,
platform speaker — a great master of figures . . . He has
all the qualities of a great leader except one — and that is
he has no personal magnetism and can inspire no man to
real enthusiasm.”
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He was honest and people trusted him. “ The difference
between Bonar Law and me ” Lloyd George told Baldwin, was
that “ poor Bonar can’t bear being called a liar. Now I don’t
mind.”
Lloyd George relied on him throughout the years when they
were in coalition ; he was a loyal and hardworking colleague.
But he was an extremely limited man ; art, literature (except
for Gibbon and Carlyle) and music bored him to death ; food
he did not care about, he drank milk and ginger beer ; he hated
society and yet was miserable in the country. His amusements
were bridge, chess and golf. “ He was an adding-machine ”,
said a man I spoke with who had sat in Parliament with him ;
“ but he was, also, the finest speaker to wind up a debate I ever
heard ” .
That this Scotch Canadian Nonconformist teetotaller should
have led the Conservative Party is just as strange, in its way,
as that Disraeli should have done so a generation earlier.
He only allowed himself to indulge in his quiet pleasures when
he had plenty of time to spare, and he was deeply shocked when,
visiting Asquith on a Monday morning in the middle of a political
crisis during the war, he found him playing bridge with three ladies.
“ Fond of bridge as he was himself ” says Mr. Blake, “ he
regarded it as wrong that the leader of a nation engaged in a
struggle for its existence should be playing cards on a Monday
morning, and should oblige one o f his principal colleagues to
put off all arrangements in order to visit him at his country house
fifty miles away from London.”
This biography is extremely well done, and all the old stories
— the Trish dispute, the Marconi scandal, Pemberton Billing’s
Black Book (supposed to contain the names of 47,000 prominent
men and women who were homosexuals) — are told with skill
and freshness. New facts are added, notably to the curious
story of how Baldwin became Bonar Law’s successor when the
latter had to retire because of ill-health.
Nothing can exceed the strangeness o f the men who controlled
the armed forces at the beginning o f the 1914 war. Lord Kitchener,
who said to Carson : “ I don’t know Europe, I don’t know England,
and I don’t know the British A rm y ” , and, on the subject o f
reporting to the Cabinet, “ It is repugnant to me to reveal military
secrets to twenty-three gentlemen with whom I am barely
acquainted ” . And A dm iral' Fisher, the First Sea Lord, who
so detested Winston Churchill, then First Lord o f the Admiralty,
that he bombarded Bonar Law with letters : “ I am absolutely
unable to remain with W.C. He’s a real danger” , he wrote,
underlining the words three times. Bonar Law was o f the same
opinion, and had he lived, Churchill would not have been made
Chancellor of the Exchequer in the 1920’s, but would have been
out of office for a generation.
D.M.
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■Homosexuality & the W estern Christian Tradition by Derrick
Sherwin Bailey, Ph.D. (Longman, Green, 15s.).
The V erdict o f You A ll by Rupert Croft-Cooke (Seeker and
Warburg, 15s.).
HE Revd. Dr. Bailey writes as a member of the group of
Anglican churchmen and doctors who produced the report
The Problem o f Homosexuality for the Church of England Moral'
Welfare Council in 1954. Dr. Bailey’s essay, if that is not too
modest a word, is an examination of the scriptural basis for
legislation against homosexual acts, and of the influence of the
religious on the criminal law through Christian history, in his
last chapters with special reference to England.
In the West, penalties for homosexual acts have ranged from
burning, castration, confiscation of goods, birching, penancing
and excommunication, to our modem long terms of imprisonment.
Sanction for this severe treatment is derived from the Old
Testament story of the destruction of Sodom and its inhabitants
by an outraged God. The sins of the Sodomites provoked the
direct vengeance of Heaven ; people who practise such sins
deserve severe punishm ent; a society that tolerates such sinners
may expect the same fate as Sodom.
But, Dr. Bailey asks, what was the sin of Sodom ? What
ground is there for the persistent belief that the inhabitants of
Sodom were addicted to male homosexual practices and that
they were punished accordingly ? The scriptural text, he shows,
is not conclusive on the point, and the early canonical writers
differ as to what the sin was that drew down the fires of
Retribution. The Sodomites, according to Jeremiah, were generally
wicked and c o rru p t; idolatrous, according to Ezekiel; while
the Apocrypha accuses them variously o f folly, pride and
inhospitality. A pseudepigraphical work o f uncompromisingly
orthodox Judaism accuses them o f committing the same sin as
the Giants — loving out of their order in the creation, i.e., loving
angels, an opinion endorsed by St. Jude. The author of 2
Enoch charges them indifferently with child-corruption, magic
making, enchantments, devilish witchcraft, wicked deeds, stealing,
lies, calumnies, envy, rancour, fornication and murder. Philo,
the first century Alexandrian, is the earliest Jewish writer explicitly
to associate the inhabitants of Sodom with homosexual activities,
but the picture o f depravity that he paints owes more to his
familiarity with Hellenistic Alexandria than with Palestinian
antiquity.
The Church Fathers follow Philo, embroidering as the years
pass, until their fulminations reinforce the vague legislation of
the pagan Empire in a series of constitutions of the Christian
emperors.
Thenceforth, male homosexual activity is treated by patristic
writers and by ecclesiastical and secular lawyers, not merely as
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a sin, but as an abominable sin and an abominable crime.
Dr. Bailey points out that for establishing this degree o f heinousness
we have no earlier authority that the word of Philo, which is not
at all the same thing as the plain word o f God.
The sum of Dr. Bailey’s researches and arguments is this :
that the Christian tradition towards homosexuality in the West
is (a) erroneous in so far as it represents the destruction of
Sodom as a Divine judgment upon homosexual practices, such
as should determine the attitude of society to the homosexual
offender, and the punishment inflicted on him by the law
(whereas this story, in fact, has no relevance to the matter in
question) ; (6) defective, because it is ignorant of the condition
of inversion, stigmatises all male homosexual expression as perverse,
disregards the irregularities of females, unjustifiably rates homosexual
acts as worse than sinful heterosexual acts (fornication and
adultery), awards penalties unduly severe and, finally, is not
based on reason; but (c) valuable, in that it protects the rights
of the young, extends to the offender qua sinner the possibility
of forgiveness (perhaps no great consolation to the superstitiously
convicted invert) and checks the pervert (by whom I understand
Dr. Bailey to mean the bi-sexual debauchee, though on this he
has been less clear than he might).
The author ends with recommendations based on reason for
righting the abuses of the Offences against the Person Act 1861
and the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885 — twin sources of
suffering and injustice in contemporary society.
This excellent book has been submitted in evidence to the
sitting Commission for Homosexual Offences and Prostitution.
I hope that The Verdict o f You A ll has also been submitted to
the Commission, for in it M r. Croft-Cooke tells from personal
experience what happens to a man when he is arrested on a
charge of gross indecency, convicted under the A ct and sent to
prison for nine months. The cruelty o f the law and the archaic
horror o f prison conditions are here described by an educated
man who has recently' suffered both, yet retained goodwill
towards his fellow-men and objectivity towards his experiences.
Both these books deserve the closest attention o f reasonable
and God-fearing people.
A.J.N.
The Flowers o f the F orest, D avid G arn ett, ChattO & W indus. 21s.
HE second volume of M r. G arnett’s autobiography is a less
polished success than The Golden Echo ; in places it reads
almost like notes for somebody’s memoirs rather than the finished
product. Nevertheless the book has virtues, o f which the chief is that
the author tells tales and anecdotes about his clever friends and
contemporaries the Bloomsburies which marvellously bring them to
life. If, at times, the narrative seems jerky instead of running on ball
bearings, it may be that it cost him a good deal to write about the
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war years which must, in some ways, have been a disagreeable time
for him.
Unless he is buoyed up by particularly strong political or religious
beliefs there is no doubt that, for a healthy man in the twenties, the
position o f conscientious objector in war time is a difficult one, even
if he belongs to a group of clever and like-minded friends which
forms a cushion between himself and the outside world. (Mr.
G arnett spent part of the 1914 war with Frankie Birrell working
behind the lines in France among Quakers, and the rest with Duncan
G rant as a labourer on a Sussex farm, where he stayed with Mrs.
Vanessa Bell). That simple people may suspect him of cowardice is
the very least of the complicated feelings which he must have about
himself and about the attitude of others towards him. Keynes, for
example, the only member o f the circle to take part in the world of
action, faithfully gave evidence for all the Bloomsburies of military
age at their Tribunals, and was obviously a great help in getting
them exempted from fighting. Yet there was a “ painful scene ” at
46, G ordon Square when “ the conversation turned on conscientious
objection and Maynard declared that he did not believe anyone had
a genuine conscientious objection. If he said this to exasperate
Vanessa and N orton he certainly succeeded.”
In M r. Garnett’s case the result of these tensions seems to have
been that he suffered from nerves and angst. N ot until a few years
after the war, when success came to him with the publication of
Lady into Fox, did he become once again the delightful person he
was in The Golden Echo. He has called this volume The Flowers o f the
Forest after the Highland lament because he laments his generation,
killed in the war.
Many of the best Bloomsbury sagas are told. There is the
Garsington peacock, named Argus by Aldous Huxley, which got
carbuncles and conveniently died in December 1917 and was roasted
for Christmas dinner; when the guests were violently sick Lady
Ottoline said it was an appendicitis epidemic. And Lytton Strachey’s
evidence when he came before the Tribunal for conscientious objec
tors, where he was accompanied by his whole family :
“ The Military Representative was inspired with a flight of fancy
and asked : ‘ W hat would you do, Mr. Strachey, if you saw an Uhlan
attempting to rape your sister ?’ Lytton looked at his sisters in turn,
as though trying to visualise the scene, and gravely replied in his
high voice ; “ I should try to interpose my own body
The illustrations are well chosen; Lytton Strachey and Carrington
in characteristic pose ; Mrs. Bell in an arty velvet dress and straw
hat ; Duncan G rant and Maynard Keynes, the former looking like
a charming Chico Marx minus the pudding hat, and the pretty little
farms and mills where they all lived and wrote and painted and
talked. More than half the men and women in the photographs are
dead; it is as though the Bloomsburies dreaded old age and honours
and died, or in one or two cases committed suicide, in time to avoid
them.
D.M.
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The H oneym oon and A R eligious M an by R ichard C hase.
(H ogarth Press.

12s. 6d.).

Voices under th e W indow by John H eam e. (F aber. 10s. 6d.).
L oot an d L oyalty by Jerzy Pieftkiew icz. (H einem ann. 12s. 6d.).
HIS I S TH E third week o f our honeymoon,’ Morgan said.
His wife smiled. But her eyes were obscured by large dark
glasses. Morgan saw her lips contracting, relaxing. She is smiling,
he thought. The eyes behind the lenses looked at him, unpretending
in their neutrality. The sun broke against the striped canopy over
their heads. It was early July.”
The opening paragraph of The Honeymoon, a nouvelle of
perhaps 25,000 words. You know at once that M r. Chase can
write. You read on and find that he gets better and better.
You float on his cool beautiful prose, his streams o f consciousness.
Do you like floating ? Do you like Virginia Woolf ? Do you
like old-fashioned, sensitive young men who marry elegant
bitches ; introverted young men who refuse to call a bitch a
bitch and are scrupulously unfair to themselves at the marriage
post-mortem ? Do you like rationalized pessimism and unhappy
endings ? If so, let me recommend a newish and youngish
author who will subtly please and tease your sensibilities and who
will very likely one day write a marvellous novel.
These two stories, The Honeymoon and A Religious Man are
set in Italy. The subject of both is marriage and the pity o f
marriage. The hero of the former — Eric — is honeymooning
with his American wife Cassandra in an unnamed town in N orth
Italy. He realises that he is losing her little by little to the sun
an d an American ex-boy friend. He loses her ; and one is aware
that in an extraordinary and quite indefinable way Mr. Chase
has revealed his climax all along, in and from his first paragraph.
Michael, in A Religious Man, has lost his wife when the story
opens. He goes to an unnamed town in South Italy (my guess
is Benevento) in order to reflect on the inconstancy o f human
affections. H e spends a magical night there with a beautiful
Italian g ir l; but this donna, as he might have known, is mobile
too.. He is shot and slightly wounded by her drunken brute o f
a brother. This would be enough to put your reviewer off
Southern Italy for good ; but not Michael. He says he’s
going to leave ; but we know he doesn’t really mean it — silly
ass ! He’ll go on soliloquising until the brother sobers up and
takes another shot at him with a steadier eye and hand. Maybe
he wants to die anyway. But Cynthia, his wife, dies first, in a
m otor accident; and the friend who was driving is decent
enough to write and tell him. So Michael leaves for London.
There will be bills to pay, no doubt, and a lot more heavy
thinking to be done.
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M r. Chase is a brilliant writer who irritates me profoundly.
I shall always read his books, whilst reserving the right to spit
and sneer at them — and recommend them to all those who
genuinely care for contemporary literature.
Voices Under the Window is Mr. Hearne’s first novel. It starts
well, with a vividly-etched chapter or two about a riot in a West
Indies town. So far so good ; the descriptions are pungent
and lively — first-rate Sunday-paper stuff. But then Mr. Heame
begins to alternate between reality and flashback; always a dull
device, and never duller than here. The hero, Lattimer, a young
West Indian politician, is knifed in the street and fatally wounded.
There is no doctor at hand. In the room where he lies dying,
his mistress and bis best friend by the bedside, his memory flickers
back over his short life. All these flashback episodes strike me
as unauthentic ; they have no t been freshly imagined. A book
as short and as tightly-written as this cannot survive such
wastage ; qua novel it fails utterly. Yet there is hope for Mr.
Hearne ; he is observant, serious-minded and readable. I am
left with the impression that his metier might easily be the short
story or the New Statesman middle page.
Loot and Loyalty presents me with an initial difficulty. I want
to recommend it ; I am convinced of the skill of its author ;
and I feel that many people will derive great pleasure from it.
It is my loss and not Mr. Pietrkiewicz’s fault th at I have no taste
for this sort of fantasy : an imaginary account o f the early years
o f “ the second false Dmitri ” , pretender to the throne o f Muscovy.
It is a brilliant idea to allow a Scottish mercenary and musician,
Tobias Hume, to sponsor the plot and to train the young peasant
boy Dmitri until the boy behaves like a Tsar and actually believes
that he is one. Captain Tobias Hume, the central character,
was a real person, a seventeenth-century eccentric, and little is
known o f his life. But the reader who can more readily than
I suspend disbelief will know — or imagine he knows — a good
deal ; and if M r. Pietrkiewicz isn’t sharp with “ the further
adventures ” , he’ll be tempted to write them himself.
M.H.
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THE OUVEANS
AND THE PORPOISES
by R. REYNELL BELLAMY
AR TO THE NORTH o f the Fijis, miles from all shipping
routes, miles from any other island except Fontuna, or
Home, one hundred and twenty miles to the south-west, lies
Ouvea, or Wallis Island.
A high island, it lies alone in the sunshine, in the vast emptiness
of the Pacific, where the huge blue rollers, sloping mountains
of translucent water, a quarter of a mile from smooth rounded
top to smooth rounded top, sweep in endlessly from the far horizon
before the Trades, thunder upon the encircling coral reef, and
sweep on without hurrying but without cease, towards the further
arc of sea and sky.
To this lonely, fertile island came Captain Wallis, R.N., in
1767, in H.M.S. Dolphin, frigate, on a voyage of discovery
promoted by the British Government. Wallis, after entering
the South Seas by way of the Straits of Magellan, had already
discovered Tahiti, which he named King George Island. Actually,
his was the re-discovery of Tahiti, as Quiros, the Spanish pilot
and one of the very earliest. Pacific navigators, had discovered
the place in 1605 and called it La Sagittara.
Wallis was prevailed upon by his officers to name this second
island after him self; to this day, although it is now a French
possession, the island is known to Europeans by the name of its
discoverer. To the Kanakas it is still, and always has been, Ouvda.
Long ago, before Magellan sailed the Pacific in the Victoria,
Ouv6a was a thriving little kingdom inhabited by a tough but
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pleasant people of mixed Melanesian-Polynesian stock. It was
during those far-away times that the ruler of Ouvea, doubtless
tired o f fish and taro, and craving “ long pig ”, decreed that there
would be a meat-hunting expedition to Fontuna. The war-fleet
needed strengthening; so presently thickly-wooded Mount Loka
resounded to axe-strokes, as giant kaoris, almost as old as time
itself, were felled.
As one of these great trees was completing its transition into
a sea-going vessel, there occurred a tragedy, the repercussions
of which were to linger through the centuries. The stone head
of a workman’s axe burst from its lashing of bourao bark cord,
and striking the king’s son on the temple, instantly killed him.
Everyone in the royal shipyard was commanded to be put to
death, their wives and children with them. Fortunately, the
king relented before the order had been executed ; instead,
banishment was proclaimed. Taking their families, their household
goods, weapons, tools and provisions, the exiles sadly paddled
away from Ouvea, towards the setting sun. After a passage of
one thousand and two hundred miles land was sighted, neither
high volcanic island like their home, nor low-lying atoll such as
they knew elsewhere. It was the most northerly of the Loyalties,
a table-topped coral hump, sheer-sided, but nowhere more than
one hundred feet above sea-level.
The soil, consisting of decomposed coral, was porous but fertile ;
there was no surface water, but an underground supply existed
at little depth. This place appealed to the travellers ; the fact
that it was already inhabited by a primitive Melanesian people
did not deter them from landing and making a settlement.
They waged constant war against this indigenous people, gradually
driving them back to a peninsula in the north-east comer, where
the Melanesian survivors hung on for several centuries. Their
final extermination took place only about one hundred years ago.
Family ties among the Kanakas are strong. They have great
love for their homelands ; so the pioneer fathers from Ouvfe
saw to it that race and tradition were not forgotten. They called
their new home Ouvea, in memory of the other distant place.
Until a few years ago the most cherished possession on the new
Ouvda was the remains o f that historic but ill-omened canoe.
In the course o f time it became almost sacred ; but much
acrimony, even bloodshed, attended the questions of who was
to be its guardian, and in what village it was to be housed. The
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French district officer — for the Loyalties had by then been
declared a French Protectorate — confiscated it and sent it to
Paris.
H e quietened the Kanakas with the assurance that so holy a
relic was altogether too precious to be allowed to moulder in one
o f their canoe sheds, and now it would be worthily enshrined in
the heart o f the French Union.
I chanced to travel with a party o f Ouveans, including their
king, on their way to participate in the Paris Exposition Coloniale
o f 1931. For them one of the chief attractions o f the trip was the
promise that they would be allowed to behold once more their
precious relic.
This outing was marred soon after its inception. O ur first
call after leaving the Loyalties was at Efate Island in the New
Hebrides, where the king of Ouvea went ashore and introduced
himself to the converts at the mission station at Mele. He
discovered that they, too, were followers o f the genial Monsieur
Calvin of Geneva. Such an encounter called for celebration.
Much rum from bottles, with labels most magnificant, was
consumed by the co-religionists. Ouv6a wandered off into the
bush, fell down, and unable to rise, spent the night there. His
Majesty was soaked and chilled by several tropical rainstorms ;
when discovered at daylight he was in a poor way, and a few
days later died. His people, who, in common with most South
Sea Islanders, venerate their chieftains, were desolate.
A phenomenon occurs annually at Ouvea in the Loyalties which
is one of the most inexplicable o f all the many mysteries o f nature.
Certain wise men, credited with acquaintance with the occult,
predict that at a certain beach — it is always the same beach — at
a certain hour of a certain day “ They ” will arrive. The entire
population goes down to the water’s edge, then at the prescribed
moment “ They ” come leaping, snorting, splashing and plunging
through the waves.
Straight in to the beach drives a school o f porpoises. Undeterred
by the breakers or the shoals the sea-pigs press on, until finally,
they lie stranded. The Ouvdans crowd round them, kneel beside
them, embrace them, and with tears in their eyes bid the messengers
return to the other Ouvea, and tell their fathers and mothers there
how they, their children, fare in their new home. Then gathering
their now helpless visitors in their arms they lift and drag them
back into deeper water.
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Later on I was to learn that at the same time the porpoises strand
themselves on Ouvea they also cast themselves up on the neigh
bouring island of Lifou, which lies forty or fifty miles to the
south-east. The Lifouans, also, have been apprised of their
coming by their witch-doctors, and await them on the shore ;
but having no distant relatives to enquire after their well-being
they attend them with spear and club. Even so, there is decency
and moderation in their killing ; they slaughter only what they
can consume, and the rest are restored to the sea unhurt.
I discussed this amazing occurrence with a noted naturalist,
who suggested that the Loyalty Islands, which are of coral and
fairly recent origin, lies across an ancient migration route ; and
the porpoises, obeying some age-long impulse, swim blindly on,
following the ancient course. To substantiate his theory my
friend cited the well-known case of the lemmings who once in
a while trek across Scandinavia in their legions, and finally pour
themselves headlong and suicidally down the coast of Norway
into the Atlantic. In their case naturalists are satisfied that they
are following their ancient route of migration to lands which now
lie beneath the sea.
This theory seemed reasonable enough until a year or two
ago when I read Sir A rthur Grimble’s Pattern o f Islands, and
learned that the porpoises also beach themselves on islands in
the Gilberts.
There the witch-doctors claim to call them ashore. They
invited Sir A rthur to name the day and time most convenient
to himself to witness the porpoises being called. The porpoises
arrived on time, out of a seemingly empty ocean, and in complete
accordance with Sir A rthur’s wishes.
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LETTERS
LORD BEAVERBROOK’S POLITICS
T o the Editor o f The European
Sir,
“ European ” does well to lambaste the Beaverbrook press and
its anti-continental bias. He could have quoted the crack the Sunday
Express once made about “ Luxembourg and Liechtenstein and the
tottering states of Europe ” while on its usual hobby-horse o f
imperial self-sufficiency — a system th at is impracticable and, in
any case, not wanted by its transoceanic members. The inoffensive
British Council is another of its favourite targets. Since the Refor
mation, England has turned her back on Europe and concentrated
on the synthetic Englands abroad. Lord Beaverbrook certainly
panders to this tendency. His papers gird their loins and defy little
Greece to do her worst in Cyprus. They follow the usual anti-Irish
line of Fleet Street; go into raptures when two Englishmen sail
across the ocean but ignore an elderly Swede who did it alone; abuse
the Argentines for doing as they do, i.e. asking the highest price
they can get for their merchandise; applauded the policy o f dis
mantling German factories and letting unscrupulous rivals in England
acquire both equipment and patents. It was their group, or a
similar one, that asked their readers whether they approved o f an
English princess marrying a prince from Greece, or a Scottish soldier
being executed for shooting a Korean civilian. The Daily Express
also drew some stinging comment on its conduct in connection with
the trial of two young Scottish Republicans.
Yours, etc.,
P atrick J. N. Bury,
Ballymountain House,
Waterford, Republic of Ireland.

DIVIDED WE STAND
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
A keen student of the census returns o f the Republic o f Eire
such as “ G.V.” should not need his attention called to the
steady decline of the Protestant population of the Twenty-six
counties, in which, according to him, Protestants “ suffer no
form of persecution ” . The persistent pressure brought to bear
upon the Protestant people of the South has had its effect, and
every student of conditions in both parts o f this country knows
what is going on in Eire.
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Again, I ask “ G.V.” to attempt to justify his irresponsible
assertion that Protestants hold thirty-seven per cent of Government
appointments in Eire, and not to evade the issue by a generalisation
which is the refuge sought by those who have been detected in
quoting wildly inaccurate figures.
Tribute to the absence of religious intolerance in Northern
Ireland has been borne . by eminent Roman Catholic clergy.
Religious intolerance is not prevalent in Northern Ireland, and
is not encouraged by Government spokesmen. Lord Brookeborough and his colleagues would not for one moment foster
intolerance, but they frequently express the determination of
N orthern Ireland to remain part o f the United Kingdom.
Yours, etc.,
W. D ouglas,

Unionist Headquarters,
3 Glengall Street, Belfast.

Secretary.

“ G.V.” comments :
“ A keen student of the census returns of the Republic of Eire ”
will first observe that there has been a steady decline in the
total population of the Republic (which is now being reversed).
When the figures are broken down into religious denominations
there is revealed a minute increase in the Catholic percentage,
a considerably larger increase in the Jewish percentage, and a
very small decline in the Protestant percentage. The RegistrarGeneral does not attribute this to religious persecution (as Mr.
Douglas implies) but to such factors as the higher fertility rate
among Catholics. The same census figures reveal that the
proportion o f Protestants is abnormally high in the professions
and it is a notorious fact in all European countries that the birth
rate is lower in this class than among the labouring classes
among which Catholics predominate. An additional factor is
the practice o f birth control among the professional class, almost
completely absent among the Catholic labouring class of the
Republic.
Mr. Douglas should be reassured by the words of Professor
W. B. Stanford of Trinity College, Dublin, addressing the
Criterion Club : “ The Protestant fear of dying out was also
baseless, and the position would now appear to be brighter as
there had been an increase at the last census in the number of
Protestant children in the group from one to five years of age ;
Protestant schools were now thriving ; in some parts of the
country schools which had been closed had been re-opened
and there were more children in the average Protestant family.
He was looking forward to the 1956 census as it was his opinion
that an increase in the Protestant population would be revealed.”
Perhaps M r. Douglas will favour us with details of Catholic
clerical praise of religious toleration in the Six Counties. They
would flatly contradict such statements as those of the Most
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Rev. Dr. Farren, Bishop of Derry : “ . . . I must state that we
Catholics do not receive either from the Government o r from
the local authorities even a semblance of fair play
I am delighted to hear that Lord Brookeborough would hot
foster intolerance and I congratulate him upon his change of
heart since 12th July 1933, when he said : “ There were a great
number of Protestants and Orangemen who employed Roman
Catholics. He felt he could speak freely on this subject as he
had not a Roman Catholic about his own place . . . . He would
appeal to Loyalists, therefore, wherever possible, to employ good
Protestant lads and lasses.”
I write as an Englishman and a European anxious to see
Catholics and Protestants of all Ireland living together in harmony.

THE DAM BUSTERS
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
The film The Dam Busters hardly does a service to the cause
of European Union and reconciliation. It is highly regrettable
that a section of the British Film Industry still churns o u t this
vile propaganda, while the film industries in other countries,
such as France and the U.S.A., are sensible enough to have
abandoned it.
Through the destruction of the Mohnetal dam in Westphalia
on the 17th May, 1943, over 1,200 people, among them 700
foreign workers, lost their lives in the flood waters, and indescribable
devastation was caused to a rich and prosperous countryside.
It might have been wiser for those concerned in the bombing
to have kept quiet, instead of allowing themselves to be used
as a box-office draw, thus lowering public taste in England.
Yours, etc.,
V ivian B ird .
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